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Murray, Kentucky, Wednesday Afternoon, June 2, 1948
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State F.H.A. Meet
To Open ,At Murray
State Campus Fridity
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:•tic City
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Over 460 Members
Expected Here for MUNDT-NIXON
3-Day Pr.rgram
EXPECTED TO
The third annual state meeting of
Kentucky F.H.A. members will be
held on the tempos if-Murray State
a "'College for three days beginning
Friday, June 4.
Over 400 future homemakers, together with their sponsors, are expetted to register Friday afternoon.
said Miss Evadine Parket, of' the
Murray Training school home economics department, who is acting
as chairman of the committee in
charge of the meeting.
Girls from 103 high 1010014 in the
ten districts iM-Kentucky are expected to be Present Each school
will be officially represented by
two club members and a sponsor
who may be either a home economics teacher or mother.
Preparations for the meeting are
being completed by home economics
teachers and students from • Murray Training school,. Murray -High
school. Kirksey and Hazel high
schools. The teachers assisting Miss
Parker are _Mrs. Estelle Erwin of
Hazel, Mrs. Jim Walston of Kirksey. and Mrs M. C. Cothran of
Murray High Khoo'.
NiLOS Lovelt44 Eldredge, a stoasso
at Murray Training school. has directed the work done 'by the high
school students. Miss Billie Gingles,
president, and Miss Anne Adams.
vice-president of the college home
econornics club, have also assisted
with the preparations.
The visiting club members will
Abe housed in Wells H111 the girls
dormitory. They will receive their
meals at the college cafeteria. The
main sessions will be held in the
college auditorium.

B.H.Elkins
Buys Firm Of
Allen Motors
H. Elkins has purchased the
irm of Allen Motors and will °per:eke the business as Elkins Motor
Company. it was announced
recently. Elkins is a native of Calloway County and has lived here
most of his life. He has been a
mechanic for sixteen years and
more recently was with the TVA
as a mechanic.
Elkins says that he can make any
and all repairs on automobiles. Ho
is also the authorized dealer for the
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Be Redecated
Completely On Inside
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Court Appropriates
COLUividIA RIVER
IA round $3i-000 For Project
FLOOD CRISIS
PASSES TODAY

BE BLACKBALLED
WASHINGTON. June 2 (UPISenate judiciary- committee

at.

The

may pronounce the 'death sentence;: on the Communist-Control
Bill.
- A second Republican committee-

Portland. Ore., June 2.

man. Sen. William Langer of North
Dakota, came out against the. socalled Mundt-Nixon measure today.
and there is a likelihood that all
six Democrats on the 13-man committee will blackball the bill.

COURT ORDER-Judge'David W. FitsCillabOn points the way to the door
for Minnie and
her latest offspring. Minnie, a mascot in the Municipal Courts
Building, St. Louis, has had
three litters since February, 1947, and there just isn't enough
room to 'louse all of them.

Those eight votes would be one
more than enough to kill the
House-approved bill in committee.
That would mean the bill would
have to be introduced all over
new , Congie: ss
again when the
comes in in January.
Elsewhere in Congress:
•
•
Displaced Persons -The Senate
planned an "overtime" session on
the displaced persons bill of the
meahure has not been disposed of
by nightfall. Advocates of the plan
to admit 200,000 European War
refugees to this country over (he'
next two years were copfident the
bill would poss in some form.

Arab Nations Agree To Poppy Sale
NetsRcord
Amount
r n • a es me .

Tne buddy poppy sale in Murray Saturday was more successful
tha never before, according to An
ria
announcement today by
Brown
•
Tucker, adjutant quartermaster of
LAKE SUCCESS, N. Y., June 2 e
V.F.W.- post 5638.
SUPs -The seven Arab nations REV. R. I... HART TO PlInACH
Total preeds
proceeds were $134.93. The
agreed today to a United Nations
Rev. R. L. Hai; yin: preach at entire amount is turned ml.,a genfour-week truce in Palestine, but
Friendship next Sunday at 11:00 a. eral fund established to help disserved notice they would resume
m. Members and visitors are urged ,ablect veterans, widows and orthe Holy land war after that period
to attend.
phans.
Unless the new state of Israel is dis-

Draft-Chairman Chan Gurney,
R., S. D., of the Senate armed services committee, said he is opposed to letting President Truman
have. the hut word on when induetions should start. That is the idea
House counterpart.
of Gurney's
Rep. Walter G. Andrews, R., N. Y.
Tariff-Sen Walter G George, D..
Ga., said GOP proposals to give
the tariff commission a bigger part
program
in the reciprocal trade
are "definitely bad." Such an arrangetnent, he said, would put tariff making on a -narrow basiv
George is the ranking Democrat oN
the Semite finance committee which
is now considering ie House-approved bill to extend the reciprocal
trade program for only one year
with certain limitations.
Votes-Sen. Raymond-E. Baldwin.
R Conn., appealed to the GOP
leadership to push a little harder
on bills that will swing votes into
the Republican .„nolumn next Nohousing
vember. He mentioned
legislation. oleo tax repealer. longrange farm program and . a pay
boost for postal workers.

solved.
The Arabs in nse: 'sato reply
to the UN invitation told the security council that peace, efforts ini
Palestine -will not have the least
tine •
chance of' success" unless
Pales tely
the
is turned over comp
,. ,
, •
.
0,1r,•
Arabs.-"•
McCoy Tarry announced today weeks summer session at the UniThe Arabs asked the security
during a visit to the Ledger and versity of Kentucky, beginning
council to set a time for the start
Times office that he hopes to take June 18, to continue work on his
of the truce,
five of
his
Brewers hot-shots Master's degree. August 12 to 14
The Israel govern:sent sent its
along to Memphis State College he has agreed to help conduct a
security
formal acceptance of the
when he takes over the head bas- coaching school in basketball at
council's cease-fire. plan to UN
ketball coaching position
there Logansport High, School in Indiheadquarters yesterday, but attachthis fall.
ana.
ed five "asumptions" to which the
Coy Creasora Jim Owens and
The Brewers coach will begin
Arabs seemed certain to object.
Barney Thweatt. who graduated
The ftirmal Arab league reply.
his duties at Memphis college
from Brewers this year are d'received this morning, also congoing to enroll at Mem- September 1. as far as payroll is
tained conditions likely to be re- finitely
phis. he said. It is almost definite concerned. "However, my work
jected by, the Jews.
has already started," he said. "be,The question was whether the se- that Van Mathis. also a '48 grad. cause I am
scouting for good
curity council could persuade. both Will join his team-mat's. all mainslayers right now."
sides .to lay down arms. for four stays of the state champion team
Memphis will continue to play
weeks and then talk out their dif- this year. Tarry also said that
Homer Adlich. who graduated two Murray State although they beferences in that period.
leagues. and
The Arab reply, signed by Egyp- years ago, will make the trek to long to different
champions
tian foreign minister Ahmed Mo- Memphis if he recosers from a Tarry with his state
hammed Khashaba, contained two bum knee giving him trouble now. will be seen in action in Murray
All five of these players have court this fall in collegiate play.
major points_ that Palestine ulti"Although we don't expect to
mately must become a "political made all-state: ('reason in '47 and
unity" under Arab control and that 48s Owens in '48. Thv.-catt in. '47, play first class collegiate ball this
the flow of Jewish immigration Van Mathis 'in -48Nand Adlich in 'year." said Tarry, "we do hope
to give Murray a good, game in a
must either be limited or cut off. '45 and '46.
Tarry plans to attend an eight- yeat or two:"
The Arabs emphasized that they

anty To Take Redmen
-Along To MemphisState

I

were willing to agree to a cease-fire
at the very moment "when their
armies which have entered Pliestine have the situation in hand."
The security council appeared
Returns from Alabama's runoff litical developments:
South
Dakota-Rep. Karl E. certain to ball into a bittei fight
primary today jolted hopes of
Democratic party leaders for a let- Mundt, B. S. D., co author of the over the conflicting Arab and Isup in the southern revolt against controversial Communist - control raeli interpretations of the truce • Carl Powis, viirsity center-fielder
Powis went to St. Louis last week
President Truman and his civil bill now pending in congress. Won plan when it convened later today. at Murray State. has signed a con- to work out with the Browns in
nomination
to
the
the- Republican
rights program.
tract with the St. Louts Browns, it their home stadium. He has been
The returns showed that a ma- U. S. Senate. He had a margin of
'iseigned to the Mayfield team and
was learned today.
jority of
Alabama's 26-member about 6 to I over state Sen. Otto
During a 23-game season with. the played with them last night in
delegation to the Democratic Con- B. Lindstad,
college he established a hitting av- Madisonville. Mayfield. a farm for
returns
vention will be pledged to boll' California- Incomplete
He has also been the Browns, is a class D club playCHICAGO, June 2. (1)1')-Pro- erage of .446.
if a civil rights plank is adopted. from yesterday's primary indicated
° ing in the Kitty League.
playing this spring with the Alm.
duce:
Alabama's doe. James F.. Fol- a strong Republican trend in a
Powis received a substantial
Poultry; 27 trucks. Market firm. Heights baseball club.
som. who opposed a bolt despite state where Democrats have domi"Although Powis is a little weak bonus frOrn the Browns for signColored fryers 42; plymouth rock
presidential
elecnated
in
recent
his opposition to the civil rights
Jryers 45: write rock fryeis 46; on base running." said Coach Car- ing the contract, it was learned.
proposals. apparently suffered a tions years. It was reflected in the
lopes that next spring he may
colored springs 45; leghorn chick- lisle Critchin of the Thoroughbreds,
candeciliye defeat in his request for congressional contests where
she is an outstaniing hitter and a begin training with the big team.
ens 35.
tickets.
a delegate at large seat at the didates can file en beth
Cheese: Twins 44 1-2 to 45; sing- good outfielder. I believe he has PoSSis is a freshman at Murray
Philadelphia &invention. It was Despite the fact that threr-fifhs of
State,
le daisies 46 1-2 to 47 1-2; Swiss excellent possibilities."_
believed to be the first time an the voters were registered Demo68.
I
65
to
Alabama governor had been so crats, early returns showed many
Butter: 1.035.998 pounds, the
Republicans running ahead.
rebuffed.
Market firm. 93 score 80. 92 score
Stasseo-GOP Presidential asDespia• the obvious anti-Truman
79, 90 score 74 1-2 Carlots 99 score
mood of Alabama Democrats, all pirant Harold E. Stassen charged
74 1-2. 89 score 72 1-2,
administhat
the
Philadelphia
Truman
in
was not bad news for Mr.
Eggs: (Browns and whites mixthreatporcy-Was
foreign
. south of the 'Mason-Dixon line. tration's
ed/ 48. • 175 cases, the market
IsMaryland
Democrats instructed ening the nets Jewish state of
steady. Extras 70 to 80 per cent
their 28 convention delegates to rael. He also criticized for delaya 45 l2 to 48.j'-2. extras 60 to 70
housing. nublio hcaltla.
cast their 20 votes for Mr. Tru- ing on
per cent A 43 1-2 to 44 1-2. stanman and to support Sen. Millard civil rights and other ISSOIPS. TO- dards 41 1-2 to 42 1-2. current reE. Tydings, D., Md., for the vice night he dcrivers a campaign ad- c5Uits 40 1-2. checks 36.
dress in Pittsburg.
presidential nomination.
Eisenhower - Stop - Trum
The Maryland delegation will
include Gov. William Preston Lane southerners reportedly are seeking
who is chairman of the southern a northern Democrat to nominate
governors' conference but has re- Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower at the
fused to revolt against the Pres- Democratic national convention. A
.sa----- northern nominator would pimp calident.
Meanwhile, incomplete rettirns culated to reduce the seeff%n a I
The streets in the downtown are
from South Dakota's prlmary gave appearatke of the pasty rebellion.
Young Democrats-The Demo- of Murray are eing Marked today
a pro-Truman slate of eight Deman- with a center line, y tile State
committee
national
delegates a cratic
ocratic convention
slight lead over an uncommitted nounced that eight young Demo- Highway Department This is being
crats will discuss housing, high done to facilitate quick movement
slate.
With South Dakota behind him. prices and other 1948 campaign is- of traffic and to minimize traffic
Mr. Truman would have about 250 sues in a nationwide radio broad- accidents.
The highway workmen are bedelegates pledged to him so far. cast (CBS') at 4 p.m. EDT SaturHe wilt need at least 618 conven- dgy. They will speak from Wash- ing assisted by, the city police de-I IT'S EASY to -catch fish in Kent ucky Lhke according to the fisherI ington. New York. Chicago, De- partment, while the work is going men pictured above. Left tq right are Paul Butterworth. Roy Farmer
tion votes to be nominated.
and PriceLassiter proudly displaying their catch.
..
on.
•
, Other electipn results and pol- I troit and San Francisco.

Political Roundup

Murray Player Signed
By St.Louis Browns

PRODUCE

NO Fish, Story!

1

•

Murray Streets
Being Marked
With Center Line

41.1P -

.I

LIVESTOCK

/

The Columbia river began falling
St. Louis National Stockyards,
slowly at Portland -today and the
111, June 2. 181P1-(USDAse-Liveflood crisis appeared, to tie waning
stock:
after two weeks of record-breakHogs 10,300; salable 9.500; fairly
devastation throughout the active. uneven, Weights 170 lbs
ing
up mostly 50c/higher than TuesPacific northwest.
Approximately 100;000 persons day's average:. spots more on
300 lbs. Lighter
weights oVer
were driven frOm their homes. 28
weights, barely steady to weak.
persons. were killed or drowned
Saws', 25 to 50e higher. Bulk good
and an estimated $80.000.000 damarid choice 170 to 240 lbs 24.75 to
age was inflicted on crops. pro25; 250 to 270 lbs 23.75 to 24.75:
perty•and riverfront industries in
270 to 300 lbs 22.25 to 24; 300 to
four states and British Columbia.
During a three hour period, 350 lbs 21.25 to 22.50; 130 to 155
lbs 21 to 23.50: few 2175; 100 to
the Columbia dropped from 30.2 to
120 .lbs 18.25 to 20.50; sows 450 lbs
30.0 feet at Vancouver. The Wilbackwater down 18 to 18.75; over 450 lbs 16.75
liameate. carrying a
to 18; stags 13 to 15. .
load from the .eolumbi& lowered
Cattle 3,300: salable 2.500; calf
six-tenths of • a foot during a t2
receipts 1.500: all salable. Trade
hour period.
in cattle displayed a model of
The ((anger of the flood-stricken
light receipts.
and - down-river slowness. despite
Portland area
easier feeling especially apparent
communities was not yet eliminin cows. Steers number about 10
ated. however. Volunteer workloads with a moderate assortment
under
laboring
troops
and
ers
of heifers and mixed yearlings.
search lights, fought through the
Cows making up approximately
night and morning to prevent a
50 per cent of receipts,,-Some openthreatened break in a north Porting' sales,. on . good heifers 31.50 to
land dike which would flood a
aSiesusreCt in-early. taring 'with
farmland area 12 miles long and 34,
good and choice heifers and mixtwo miles wide
crest, ed yearlings at '31) to 34.75. Cows
The Columbia's mighty
opened steady to weak. Good cows
gathered from a myriad of streams
British quotable around 25 to 26: common
creeks throughout
and
Washington and medium beef cows 29 to 24s
Oregon.
Columbia.
canners and cutters. 16 to 19;
and Idaho. moved downstream tomedium to good bulls, continued
ward the river's mouth at Astoria.
largely 24 to 25. Good and choice
Ore.. 112 miles distant.
vealers 25 to 28.50; common and
As it bulged over and through
medium. 16 to 24.
its retaining dikes, the river pourSheep 4,800; salable 1.000; old
ed floodwaters into a - now of deserted corrimunities despite the day crop lambs 25c higher; springers
and night toil of volunteers. sum- strong to 50c higher than Tuesday.
Good and choice native spring
moned by etnergency calls.
the lambs 30 to 31 50; top 31 50 Numerand
Portland
Between
ocean. The Columbia spilled into ous medium to good lots 24 to
Clatskanie and Brownsmead, Ore: 29; throwout lambs 20 to 23; occaWoodland. Wash., and other river- sionally higher. Culls 15 to 18.
bank communyies. Its Washington Only light skips 'clown to 15; extributaries '<alma and South Kel- tremes below. Couple loads medium to good Texas clipped lambs.
so. Washington.
The Red Cross registered 7,000 23.25 to 23.75, these largely No.
homeless families in Portland at 2 skins and for most part medium
the civic auditorium. Thirty-thou- grades. Small lots native clipped
sand meals were dispensed to lambs un to 26. with choice quotrefugees from the destroyed Van- able -to- 27. Shorn slaughter ewes
port and other flooded metropoli- upward to 11.
tan areas.. Twelve shelters were
Mrs Sylvester Stewart visited her
set up and 50 doctors and 25
nurses cared for more than a hun- parents. Mr. and Mrs. Emmett Henry, Murray Route 3. She is emdred injured and suffering.
Downtown Portland fought off ployed at the Dodge plant in Dethe final surge of the Columbia and troit. She returned Monday eventhe Willamette. while streams of ing.
homeless refugees streamed into
the city for relief. Twenty-five per
cent cif She Portland metropolitan
area and us suburban environs
was flooded.
RAdio stations named frequent
appeals for volunteers to sandbag
new weak spots in dikes protecting the few remaining unflooded
lowland areas.
backing
up
Ttie, ..yillamette,
southward in the heart of the city.
threw tremendous pressure against the bulkheads of the seawall
downtown
guarded the
which
business districts.
Columbia
of the
The peak
floodtide sweats...on_ Vancouver,
Wash., and the wide waterway toward its mouth at Astoria, Ore..
112 miles distant.
Dikes were mushy with water
and the Portland seawall leaked
above its sandbagged top But the
downstream district appeared safe
from further ravages.
- Approximately 40 blocks of industrial Portland. on the east side
of the Willamette. were covered
with water.
A 7.000-acre area of residential
Portland became a placid lake.
dotted with floating houses from
the ruined city of Vanport. At
were
homes
least 2.000 more
flooded in north Portland when
the Columbia river-Denver Avenue dikes broke Monday night.
Searchers still hunted for bodies
in the wreckage of Vanport but
none had been recovered Authorities believe none would be foundif there were any-until the 15foot lake recedes, perhaps in two
or three weeks.

The coonly court house is due to
receive4 face-lifting, County Judge
Piny Curd announced today.
-At a, meeting of the Fiscal Court
yesterday, it 'was unanimously decided to begin an extensive interior
decoration
project in the .court
house. Plans call for
painting
walls and woodwork and re-finishing some ott the floors. Some new
furniture and fixtures will also be
installed.
Judge Curd. Sheriff Wendel Patterson and Squire Gatlin Clopton
were appointed as a committee to
proceed with the work. The committee will hold their first meeting tonight, and it is expected that
work 'wall get underway this week.
, The fiscal court members estimated yesterday that the project
will cost between an estimated $2.500 and $3,000. Curd said that contract bids are not going to be advertised. Although plans have not
been formulated, it is believed that
the work will be done on a day.
labor basis with the supplies being_
purchased by the fiscal court. ,
Judge Curd said that he and the
other members of the court took
great pride in the action which they
have taken.
"It is high time,",he said. "that the
building housing our county government keep pace with our rap-, ,
idly growing and progressive community. We are glad that funds
are now available to make these
much needed repairs in the court
house."

EX-GOVERNOR
TOM C. RYE ISHURT IN FALL
Tom C. Rye, ex-g(,vernor of Tennessee and former Chancellor of
the Eighth Chancery Division, suffered a broken hip yesterday morning when he fell on the steps of his
home at 610 North Poplar street,
Paris.
Mr. Rye, who served as Tennessee's governor during World War
I. was leaving his home shortly before noon yesterday, when he
suffered the fall. He was rushed to
McSwain Clinic by McEvoy ambulance, and was reported as "resting satisfactorily" yesterday afternoon.
The accident occurred on the eve
of his birthday. The beloved former Governor and Chancellor is 85
today.

International Situation in Brief
Arab Forces Renew Attacks
TEL AVIV. June 2 iUri-.The Israeli army reported officially that
Arab forces were hammering hard at JewiSh positions in Jerusalem and
scattered sectons'throughout the country today in defiance of Israel's provisional order for a truce.' A Zs'ar communique said that Arabian armies vigorously pressed their
- . Egyphostilities in all the active battle zones. In addition, it 1:averted
tian troops opened a fresh onslatight near Negba, midway between Rehovoth and Gaza.
Late in the morning the general opinion in this Israeli capital was
that the cease fire was ineffective. The Jews were expected to claim
'
freedom of action. They had ordered their forces to break off .the fight
as of 3 a.m. (7 p.m. Monday EDT),--biat only if the Arabs did likewise.
Five hours after the deadline: the war communique said. the Arab
shelling of Jewish"quarters in the modern part of Jerusalem
'vr
.eot on
relentlessly.

Nazi Doctors Executed

I

LANDSBERG, Germany, June 2 (UP)-Seven doctors convicted of
atrocious experimentation on prisoners went to their deaths today on the
twin gallows used in the 1946 Nuernberg execution -et-Hie topfliAt
German war criminals.
Karl Brandt, personal physician of Adolf Hitler and the 'most notorious of the stoup. was arrogant and defient as he mounted the steps
of the gibbet at the dark gray stone prison where Hitler himself once
served time.
All protested innocence, and mouthed of injustice Each was allowed
a few last words. One. Joachim Mrugowsky. cried:
"I die as a German sentenced bS, a brutal enemy. Germany will rise
again."
'
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Three Out of Four Pedestrians Killed In Traffic Contribute To Own Deaths

PUBLISHED .BY THE CALLOWAY PUBLISHING COMPANY
Consolidation of The Murray Leclger, The Calloway Times, and The.
Yinierelierald, October 20. 1928, and the West Kentuckian January 17, 1,942

Front Yard Patio Novel
Idea for Modern House

•

By JtillEN H. HARVIIY

W. PERCY WILLIAMS. PUBLISHER.. ,
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, GENERAL MANAGER
Published afterraiorun'except Sunday at 103 Nornh 4th San kbarray. Ky.
Entered at the Post Office. Murray, Kentucky, for transmission as
Second Cfass Matter

Editor's Note: This is the sec.'
end of a series of 10 articles
on street and highway safety,
written by nationally recognized accident prevention spetiklists and published by this
newspaper in the interests of
greater traffic safety. '

SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier iD Murray. per week 15e, per
month, 65c. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per, year, 13.51. else$5•50.
aNATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE: NVALLACE-WITMER CO.. 903 Sterick
Building. 'Memphis. Tenn.; 250 Park Ave. New York, 307 N. Michigan
Ave, Chicago; 80 Boylston ft.. Boston.

TIONAL EDITORIAL_
SSOCIATIO N
THE KENTIA KY PRESS Ans0t1.1T10111
—
We reserve the right to reject and- Advertising. Letters to the Editor
er Public Voice items which in our bpinion are not for the best interest
at our readers.
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Value
. Of Flood Cositrol
. . Every

time sre. read of destruction causedibx floods
Army Engineers in recommending that a series 'tit high
we are reminded of-the original purpose of United. States
dams lit- litiiit—on the Te- nness.q.• River. . .
•
That ss-as long before TVA was dreamed of. In fact
it was prior to World ,War I at a time .when 'the govern=
had despaired of the effort to provide
ment. enzine..
4444
zsa:th.sctsn the Tennessee by ronstruetion of--c-an

KINDNESS--This bewildered baby bunny
has lost its home. but it finds protection at Chicato's North

MILK_OF_HEMAN

Animal Shelter. In

Side

Shoals and Guntersville,'Alabama.
..The.enginei,rs said then thatif high dams were built
the problem of navigation wdtld tri.solved and a greatesr
benefit would result—control of floods along the lower
reaches of the river, especially .at ChattanoogLi_and
Paducah.
Now wt have the Complete development -of the river.
----"W'e—have 'a nine root-7-c-bi-Ont4 for navigation. flacas are
only .a merrror'rt-and we have cheap electricity for our'
homes. tarrps. factories and stores,-all a,t i cost of less than
a billiuk dollars. an amount which is infinitesimal in comparison with .ederai expenditures for other purposes. And
the best part of it is that revenues from a by-product—

the absence of Ma

tail is fed milk via an
__

•

Rabbit. Cotton-

eye-dropper by an attendant.

-

X200.414141:110 for flood control. principally on -the Mississippi and Missouri Rivers. atri'd the Republican Congress
has. thus far, blocked the appropriation and insists tha:
it bf cut.
We hope those Members of Congre.s.s who oppose the
appropriation-wiii read the newspapers. • carefully this
week and. sec what is happening in the nort.nWr't becaus-'
;inveFt
of floods. It wobild aftiVeitr.the gOveramt•nt
some. tronc,Y in' Oregon for flood_ccrntrol purposes and
thereby benefit Ole .ertire _nation.
. .•
It iS a narrow view, indeed, to regard cipenditurs.s
op the Tennessee Riser as benefiting only .the Stat,' of
Tennessee. - And it would be a narrow view to think that
i.
flood control in--Ort-gron wcrtekl•kworefiyhrel.
.F.very dollar the government'_spends to _prevent A wnage
. by flood!,'anywhere in the nation benefits the whole
,nation and ye _p ...or..tlfitction on the•!Tennele-ee River
will be,ornc a ; -yardstick- fur (yen larger .engineering
pkojectrs,,n.,
:-arL.uL the coUntry:,

•••

WHITE LINEN DREAM —The height of daintiness and
femininity is this outfit. worn by Columbia star Evelyn Keyes.
The long.'fitted white linen jacket features a petal effect at
the Watit bottom'and Curls, and the Matching skirt is pencil
altritallatChing gloves and schrf are of turnuoise and white
polka dots.
_
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2. Walking in the roadway in
both urban and rural- areas should
be prohibited when sidewalks are
The time has come when ail com- provided.
munities need laws to control pe3. Walking in the roadwaywhile
destrians as well as. automobiles. under the influence
of intaxicantn
Al! of us are pedestrians most of the should
be prohibited.
time. Thereforenve feel more ip our
4. When it is necessary to walk
own element when we are Walking,
in tht. itiiadway. because of the aband as a groua we fail to undersence - of sidewalks, pedestrians
stand' the limitations of the autoshould bi required to walk facing
mobile. Even experienced drivers
I - CH inf5ANTHEMUM5,
traffic.
forget these limitations when they
ANNUAL MIXED
5.
When
it
is
necessary to walk
becorrie pedestrians. Year after
ACRATUM.DWARF
2.
In
the
roadway at night, pedesyear the records continue to show
trians
should be required to carry
that nearly three Out of eve?"' font
pedestrians killed in motor vehicle a light and walk facing traffic.
6. Crossing highways on which
accidents were either committing
A modern treatment of the land- harmonious contrast with the walls.
an unsafe act or violatine a traffic there is heavy traffic should be
Against grey walls, bright pink
law. Crossing against a signal was permitted in rural areas (inky at snipe planting around this; modern
11614e, expands the walk to the front red flowed, 64c-red with asilsite nits
points
where
the
pedestrian
has
a
reported in approximately 18 per
t the dimensions of a paved sum would be striking. The-red c.,M.1
cent of the accidents involving clear and unobstructed view_ of the
be obtained with lilliput zinnias,
'highwayalar
300
feed
in
either
"diadult pedestrians. Playing in the
In the center of die terrace is .celosia, petuuias, pr scarlet Bahia.
rection.
—
roadway and crossing
If the walls are cream, or huff, daik
between
nlanefil a small tree, of the flowering
crossways accounted for three fifths
7. Pedestrians creasing intersec- crab. cr hawthornc hist% which will blue-purple beds would be attracti‘,•.
the child pedestrian accidents_ lions at designated crosswalks un- ---prc-duee a-beautiful- display of 113..4 such- as could- iset-obtained-frem butUnless we mend our ways. tne same der appropriate signal, if provided, t. (-11 Sprktg, and provide shade the ....my blue, or elk's pride petunias,
rest tif the year, while never growing Nei-dined- with si7dsearf marigold of
tragic story will be repeated in or where no signal is in operation
the harmony type.
to.larne as to dwarf the boost,.
1948.
should have the right of way over
Against white walls, a pink flower
Mainst the walls of the house are
An effective solution to the prob- automobiles turning right or left. lwoad border plantings ,if daart an- bed would be harmonious, such as
The final criterion to be used in neat flowers. While annual dirt sail- could be planted with pompon asters,
lem of pedestrian accidents can
only be attained through firm use judging whether or not pedestrians themanns are suggested ta. the rIlst innthill pinks, or small flowered pink
of the three E's of safety: namely, should dispute the roadway with to fill the beds, with a ribbon of petunias,
dwarf agerinum to edge them, there
Annual chrysanthemums have both
education, engineering and enforce- an automobile is this=there is no
etitial,comwtjation between a 150- arc mane other annuals which could single and double flowers. The singles
ment. ._Pedestrian-laws, should
;15f'; ust-4.
Itiave a dark-cemer,--surrnunded• try a
designed not only to control the pound pedestrian and a 3,000-pound
Like most new\ritise( in this day rant. of color different -front petals.
walker.but to inform the automo- automobile!
the lines.of this .ne fr-2
,severely plain. Purple, scarlet, orange, rose, yellow
depending on good design and correct and, white are included. This, are
'proyini-in tor plem.ing effect. The late in flowering, but once started,
n•
shraild liarmanin• with the the' flowers continue until frost kills
cd the haase, preferably in the p!.:ntsan•-Between 5 and 6 per cent of the mentless house is that a single
cost of a house can be saved if quickly-poured concrete slab on walls, doors and windows. 'The 11
it is built. without a basement anti tha ground serves as foundation by 12 foot utility room is designed
a first floor utility room is sub- and sub floor This costs $452 for to be added -as an ell to house'
substituted, it was shown today a 26 by 32 foot house with an 11 laundry enuipment and provide
in a study made by • the Federal by 12 foot utility room, in con- adequate storage space for screens.
Housing and Home -.Finance Agen- trast to $917 for basement walls. tool* outdoor furniture. children's
cy.
wheeled toys. trunks and other.
floor and excavation
A total of ;2.102 is '
,saved if
The concrete sub-floor was cov- bolts. objects, leaving a clear
there is no 'basement nor. utility ered
With asphalt tile in the space of 45 squa..e feet.
room. the HHFA stated, but since houses studied by HHFA, this
The HHFA worked out a utilspace must be alloted for storage. • flooring material costing $100 less ity room, 21 1.2 by II feet. with •
laundry and heating equipment. that wood flooring for the four- 104 souare feet More than the '11 .
this can be done for $1,667. This . room house
Asphalt tile is rec- by 12 feat room, which can be
is a net saving of $435 or $ per commended by engineers because built at a cost ma greater than ,
cent on an $8,700 house: 6 per it cannot be damaged by moisture construction of a basement
'
cent for one costing $7.250. Cur- or alkali usually present in -conThe housing agency pointed fait
rent high construction coats jn crete which contacts the ground. that
numerous resent . gurveai,
Washington. D. C.. were used as It is widlY specified by architects show that 'mat families prefer
a yardstick by the HHFA. which and interior designers- because ot thelnatanndry equipment on the
seeks to shpw the nation how to its high decorative value and bong i ground floor: and bebause of the
`reduce home building costs The
ease and safety o$, getting articles
futures include contractegi.aa.
-Other_ _substantial savingsiiin __the 1 in and oub they want outdoor
and overhead.
children's
no-basement house come from ntOols, furnitore. and
Because of the -lower coot fatter, ehmsnatimv -o4---$312 - for -wood* joist - parapnernatie stored so that it
AC"ItESS FOR A DAY —
thousands of basementless homes floor framing and sub floor. S.94 does not have to be taken up and
Making her first (and she
are being erected in all sections for basement girders and columns, lawn stairs.
.
says, final) appearance on
of the, country -The no-basement. and $163 for basement wall• footHeating equipment
with_ both
the screen. Nora Eddington
house with utility room can be ings. windows and stairs..
sizes of waity rob- ms is assigned
wears a teautifu) 17th cenbuilt to provide a definite saving
Since the HHFA study is based to the space. that otherwise would
tury co.-!turne for a brief !role
in cost an da definite increase in on adding a utility room, all costs be used for basement atairs. Ciii
in the "Adventures of Don
convenience over the house with of this addition are figured. in- or gas fired forgaces are recoma basement.- the HHFA report cluding Concrete floor slab, as- mended by the HHFA because
Juan." starring her husstated
band, Ertel Flynn.
phalt tile flooring, insulation, ad- they eliminate the coal storage.
Principal features of the base- ditional roof. exterior and interior problem

I3asementless House New Trend

electricity—will amortize all construction eostze within
.fifty years.
.
This year' engineers recommend the expenditure Of.

•

signal.

i

trise-le

as

low dams to get around rapt Ls sale

bile driver as to his area of responsibility.. They should provide
for the following:
•
1. Crosswalks should be clearly defined at all intersections in
urban areas and pedestrians prohibited, from crossing streets between crosswalks or, where traffic
signals are in operation, against the

Manager. National conaerv*OhA
.
Bureau
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Hot-Summer Weather
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_ Miss Mary Mitchell ani Henry
James Orr of near Outland Sehooll
eloped to Corinth, Miss.. a.few days t
past an dthey seem to he very hap- I
wife. Thej
py os a husband- an
bride's mother greeted them with a
welcome and lie will be no sta-anger;
there. All cf, us art well pleased!
*
with our new kin. '
-Kentucky Belle. in answer to i
your question I would call you hen-I
pecked. I am so glad.that you and
Mrs. Bu::y and all are eomila*1
so I will be., relay only,for you or
Sirs. Bury to scrub my. backbone
as usual. It wcn't take tong ti perk
Mr. Johnnie a cup of coffee on my
new stove. When -Kentucky Belle
gets tickled reading the news she
almost loses her snuff.
Mrs. Minnie Mitchell lost her
bed mate the past week when Miss
Mary E. Mitchell got marriel. She
Came to the store amost asvery afternoon late and wanted Mrs. Mitchell to go horetawith her and spend
the night and they slept upstairs.
$o pow a,place is vacant in the bed
that can never be filled.
Mrs. ElMus Mitchell and Mr.s.
Monnie Mitchell's radio have been
on a strike for several weeks and
thex are lonesome without hearing
the good old gospel songs and
preai'thing. The Sabbath. Kentucky
Belle, is when the Ole Maid writes
the news ifshe is at home. But the
writer's speedometer is out of commission so about twice a. month
now for a while will be as often as
you will hear from her.

By RACHEL ROWLAND
Homo Dassonstratles Agana

a The following article is a reprint Oli—chtning WildI "'is published in this column last spring,.
When canned foods spoils it is
(tf three causes,
the result of
it may be hard sometimes to decide' which one was the cause of
a specific jar of food
These three causes are:

;link 0,
to alss
1 is ail,1
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Is is.
0. daik
racti',,•.
ins her-births.
told of

II. wer
uch as
asters,
al pink
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singles
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yellow
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I. Underprocessing.
2. Faulty seals.
3. Improper handling.
One 'outstandaig home economist said 110 per cent bf spoiled food
is caused by poor seal: in jars and
tin cans. The, following pointers
may he:p you in cannmg i.i jar::
!•••-•-,
Canning in Sari
Guard against:
I. Nicks or chips on rims of jars:
'')
2. Old or damaged jar rubbers
THE MUSIC GOES DOWN AND UP—Three performers blow
or rubber compound on lid.•
3. Rubbers not properly adjuSttheir 12-foot-long wooden Alp-horns in a dress rehearsal
&J.
for Swiss Folklore Festival in aid of the Royal Air Force beneseaae on
4,. Articles of. 1,00S1._
evolent fund. These men. and 162.other Swiss mountaineers,
sealing surfaces.
entertained at a command performance in Buckingham
eorge M. Mardikian, noted chef
IA FLIP OF THE WRIST—G
5. Insufficient heat to seal lid. •
Palace' garden on Queen Mary's 81st birthday recently
ur, demonstrates the proper
restaurate
!and San Francisco
6. Too rough handling when proinspects the messes of the
he
cessing: inverting eor tilt,ing jars
way to cook pork chops as
Grafenwohr, Germany. At the
whle food is stll hot'
1st U. S. Infantry Division at
has been inspecting
7. Excess fat that 'deteriorates
request of Army officials, Mardikian
sergeants on the
mess
the
rubbers during shortage.
advising
Army kitchens and
meals.
of
on
8 Improper storage of jars. Heat
nrenarati
and light deteriorate rubber and
pace in two-.-base .hits. with .10. may cause seal to break. Freezing
117-4141111, LINDQUIST
Shortstop 'Virgil Stallcup of .the impairs quality of. texture and
naked Press Sports Writer
Reda- and outfielder Johnny Blat- flavor of food and may break seal.
NEW YORK, June 2. i
the Phils are next in doubCanning in Tin cans
About one out of every five major nik of
with nine each. Young Herres
Guard against'
is
season
this
players
ball
league
with
Reds
Wehmeier. of the
J. A poorly adjusted sealer. Lida
a _rookie, a club by club roll call man
is one of the fading with compound gaskets must have
revealed today, indicating that a 3-0 record
pitchers still to be a tighter seal than lift with paper
kids are going to have a bigger few among
gaskets.
stake in the pennant ruts-than It beaten.
In the American league the
2. Letting pape:- gasket get wet.
;thy time since the war.
of
Gil Coan
are
leaders
rookie
may fallIbut
It
candidates
There are plenty. Of
Waehingtan in stolen bases with
3. Using badly bent cans or
for"Rookie of the Year" honors.
tight. Vic Wertz of Detroit and placing them ero,deed in the sealer.
,ithough some of the gazing inbrnWhitey Platt of St Louis in three
particles or
4. Leaving food
log glories are sure to fade as the
base hits with eight' apiace. and grease on the rim of the can.
season wears on and the veteran
Vic Raschi of the Yankees among
5. Tao high pressure or a sudden
players around- the league get acthe pitchers with a 5-1, mark.
-release of steam which may cause
quainted with their weaknesses.
Rookies accomplished all the run steam -td- -Ore-am in No. -3 ean- or
But until that happens the
-Vonger generation" is having its making at Brooklyn as the Giants larger.
.
4-4 116. Fat on, the compound gasket
Ding and asof now the kids arel and Dodgers fought to a
gilding dasvn their share of ,hop_ inning tie in a game called to le actsicti may cause Ateleritaration.
both teases catch trains for we The second big- cause of food
ors in the various deportments
ern trips. Whitey Lockman hgit two spoilage is underprocessing. Some
:he genie.
homers, one with two on base far suggestions of guarding against
The National league home run mew York while Gil Hodges got
this are given bows.:
,ader is rookie Hank Sauer . of a three-run homer and drove in
How To Prevent tinder Processing,
Iii' Cincinnati flede with 13 and he
the fourth run with a long fly
1. Following reliable processing
I- also second in riftil-batted in
for Brooklyn.
time tables for either pressure
ith'32. Richie A.shburn, the, PhilAt Philadelphia, Ellis Kinder's cooker or water bath.
lie.speedster, leads in stolen bases
2_ Can low Acid vegetables and
hit pitching gave the Red
seven
baserriaat
seebhd
while
eight,
with.
that knocked meats in pressure cooker only. •
triumph
8-1
an
Sox
thy
sets
Cubit
the
of
Hank Schenz
3. Have your pressure . cooker
}he A's out of first place. Eddie
Joost, who had gone 41 games tested yearly to assure an accurwithout making an error to set a ate gauge:
4. Do not close pet cock of th^
new American league record at
shortstop. committed a wild throw cooker before air is driven out
GOOD NEIGHBORLINESS —Heitor Villa-Lobos, the famous
after
Yes. Black-Draught may help physical which permitted to Boston runs Allow seven to 10 minutes
Brazilian composer, is greeted by Irra Petina and Dorothy
steam starts escaping.
fatigue if the only reason you have that to score ir the four-run third.
listless feeling is because of constipation.
Sarnoff on his arrival in this country. Lobos is en route to
full
too
containers
pack
Never
5.
Walt Masterson, pitched superBlack-Draught, the friendly laxative, ta
California, where he will complete the orchestration of his
or too tight This rule applies e,-,u•uslly prompt and thorough when taten
lative five-hit ball, led the Washlege
or
penny
•
only
to shelled beans and peas, new opera. "Magdalena," which has its world premiere in
pecially
as directed. It costs
victory
1
to
4
a
• dose. That's why It hu been a best- ington Senators to
corn, grascrui, and pumpkin.
San Francisco this summer Thoi Misses Petina and Sarnoff,
seller with four generations. If you are over the New York Yankees in
k
6. Avoid leaving too muah fat
respectively, will have thts9mic and romantic leads.
troubled with such symptoms as loss of a night game.
in meats' and never add fat to
appetite, headache, upset stomach, flatuYESTERDAY'S
STAR—Whitey
lence, physical fatigue, sleeplessness,
vegetables. Bacteria are less rapidLockman of the Giants who drove
mental haziness, bad breath—and If than
ly killed in fat than in sealer.
—
constipation
symptoms are due only to
two homers in
with
runs
four
in
7. Have food boiling when sealthen see what Black-Draught may do for
Dodthe
with
tie
11-inning
4-4
a
you. Get•package today
ed.
•
gers.
8 In water bath canner use rack
and,allow free circulation of waTRUCK BODY
New York led the nation -with ter. Water should be at least an
BUILDERS
5,046 first enlistees in the U. S. inch over tops of jars.
Electric, Acetylene
Navy during calendar 1947, accord9. When using pressure cooker
ing to a recent break-down of count processing time when gauge
WELDING
state
Second
recruiting figures.
registers the required pressure.
Master-Mix Feeds
was California with 4.853, third For the water bath canner Coora
Mixing
and
Grinding and
was Pennsylvania with 4.068.
time when water begins to boil
last was Deleware v.sth only 80. after jars have been put in.
-See
t.,
A recent analysis of U. S. Navy
personnel figures shows that os•er
46 per cent of the present Regular
Hazel, Ky.
Navy officers are former enlisted_
men.

Major League Roll Call Reveals One
Out Of Five Are Rookies This Year

Soil and Shade Row
Sack the ,Seed Drill, Cover Seed with Porous
e•itta Maud L'ntil Secds Germinate.
cover the seeds with a
Summer sossimr,s of vegetables ace_ is avvilxix1e, usipsk no soil, water the
layer,
thick
tic
f
imporSiet
most
ii a way. the
thoroughly, and keep it moist
stair. Upon their success will depend moss the weds 'sprout. .,
of all, until
les
fall
fa
etab
ingl
insetr vie
santse
4tiian
!.i,te
,,1,
When soil is used to cover the
seeds, do not cover more deeply than
vegetahles occupy -garden,
spring, 1;
1A lea" a slight depresspace during spriret and early sum- la
sion in the row which will catch any
mer, then their first crop is over. l'n- moisture tin
condenses in dew or
less they can be sown again there will falls in light. rain.
and
harvest,
be no second or third
In addition the row should be
the soil will usually lie idle.
shaded until the seeds sprout with
.It is nt:t (lava to succeed with lawn clippings, burlap, paper, or a
rummer sowlng if a few precautions narrow hoard. The board can be liftare taken. Failure is ehiAlv due to ed an inch or so also e the ground,
Lick nif moisture in the surface soil on cross pieces of wood, so that air
and the formations of a hard baked circulates freely beneath it to check
crust user the seeds, which Mi. tiny any danger of damping off.
and often feeble sprouts cannot pen1Vhatever shading material is used,
etrate.
as soon 'as the seeds appear aliove
138-4-ver---.-the surf:tee -it must be lifted to allow_
come by shading the ground, and full sunlight to the young plants. Unt;
become well estaIlk ,iLita ,-edd a covering which will Ill these have
with a
niii-crusr. Never cover-tke seed with tis-hed, daily sprinkling
sod which contains clay, antes; some will prove beneficial,
lawny seed germinates better in
method of iltaling the row is used.
deeper than hot weather if placed between folds
drill
seed
the
lkf:tke
obvious
for
regulations
of
a part
towel, kept in a refriger,n lb.'.spring, and 'et water sun 1nto of a moist
reasons in most cases where the
dried before
until the soil is soaked deep- ator for 14 hours, dwn
.
drill
the
handled
dog is gentle and can' be
1.110s% wain,
Iv. Then it.W the seed. It p
by a stranger the messenger and
—
terminal people see that he gets
W cold at present. A few mornings
out of the crate at least twice a hasvlast,themwithjonesphis____
early the past week she waded home
day. A leash or chain should be
the store and '
to
come
Several
from Mrs. Lothallittchell's and.got
attached to the --outside of the
Monnie MitMrs.
see
to
by
drop
her feet devi-droppy. After Miss
crate—but not on the inside, beSo, Kentucky
minutes.
few
a
chell
Mary Mitchel4 has married and left
cause of the danger that the dog
have
don't
I
if
come
you
when
Belle
p
out Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell sends for
may strangle himself.
all the cash that-ye need to buy her to stay at night with them.
The express office too can give cold drinks my credit is good.
•
you regulations- for shipping dogs
Mr. and Mrs. Georger Green had
into different states. "Except....r?r
home wired, for the bright
show dogs being • shipped in and
lij hts recently. Guess Mrs. Monate
many
days,
et
matter
a
out within
Mitchell's lamp will reseinble a
states. allow dogs to be sent .only lightning bug.
Call on us for
's
with a permit
. and veterinarian
.
that you and
believe
I
Top.
,
Curt)
health certificate.
Drugs, Cold Drinks,
the Evansvillers were to see me
No dog is going to enjoy his
this spring. How about it"
trip. lie will be frightened and
Paints
Belle, if you happen in
nervous. and man lose weight end . Kentucky
it won't take you
hour
11th
the
at
s, etc.
Cosmetic
even
arrive wills his ribs showing
long to stir some doughnuts with
though he eats regularly.
Ha, ha! Curly Top, she
But to the best of their hbility Visquick.
knowa how its done, SO come
the express people are doing what really
and have one. too.
they can to make the trips easy. on
The Ole'. Maid is very ill of a
An orchid to them.

IN HAZEL

Turnbow Drug Co.

CAN BLACK-DRAUGHT
Help Physical Fatigue?

MOIltGAN & CO.

DOG

—

is available at BILLINGTON-JONES MOTOR COMPANY. This service discovers misalignment in your car
and our mechanic corrects it.

71)--L'isse

RECEIPT BOOKS
0
7
.

4 to Page — In Duplicate.
GOOD FOR ANY USE WHERE AT
IS REQUIRED
LEDGER & TIMES

-41 1.5.

ease.

FiiLM

INCREASE YOUR RIDING
COMFORT, AlEAuTIFY YOUR
CAR, AND PROTECT YOUR UP.
NOLSTERY FOR GREATER TRADEIN VALUE, MOST POPULAR
MODELS SISK TO SZT1S PLUS
INSTALLATION.

FIT

PORTER MOTOR COMPANY
rtilne

Mit Maple

--111

v.

i FIND NAZI MUNITIONS DUMP—Workmen cautiously reMove German artillery shells from a aile discovered under
SHIPPING A DOG
the main railroad line between Milan and Turin, Italy. The
litunitions, part of a Nazi supply train that was bombed by
,
By Torn Parlay
the Allies in 1944, were buried under the tracks in a crater
one likes to. ship a dog and
left by the original bombine.
probably no dog likes to be Shipped. But there are times when it
can't be avoided and then we are
el-seith neeelherge,.
s hdy.d1,1 I.. t• a.alit.
glad for- the RRilwteriANo dogs are transported in
Clerks arc instipeted to be strict
Agency, and their dog loving emclosed or sealed 'Oars, but only in
about the type of crates used for
ployees.
cars in which there are attendants.
be*
must
They
purposes.
dc'
shipping
or
by
accident
For, whether
Furthermore. each new in, sseoger
stand
to
dog
the
for
enough
big
a
higher
sign, there seems to be
signs for the animal when he takes
must
and
around
turn
and
percentage Itif dog lovers among erect
over so that there is a colnplete
ayerage have a receptacle for water. if it
any
expresamen than
record of his care when he finishso
outside,
t,pe
group—or perhaps it is just that can be filled from
the trip.
es
is.
trip
they hove more oPportunities to much the better if the
Tied to the outside of the crate
any over 24 hours food must be atdemonstrate the trait. In
card on which is to he recordevent. in most cases correctly ship- tached to the outside of the crate is a
attention given the dog. It
ped dogs can be experted to be fermi of dog food and a can open- ed the
contains your instructions as to
ilood
the
if
but
instance),
for
er,
almost
trip
on
a
for
well eared
other atis lost, or used up. the terminal feeding, watering and
any duration.
,reverse side is
the
On
tentipns.
fed.
is
dog
that
the
see
will
people
Recently we talked with Harry
record of dates and times
Boyer. chief clerk at the Grand If special foods are required they the
when,the animal was fed, the
Central ()Mee of the company in will buy it and add the cost of the
amount and kind -of food given,
New York. A dog owner himself, bill, but if no special instructions
and whether watered.
Mr. Boyer was only too happy to are given they will feed whatever
While it is not, and. Can not, be
at the
hand
on
have
they
type
are
pets
way
the
about
us
tell
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Genuine Bear Service

97

BEAR SERVICE-will save wear and tear on your tires.
Don't wait for an accident to prove misalignment in your
car.
•l•

Let our FACTORY.TRAINED midianic

and correct it for you NOW
COME IN TODAY—.

Billington-Jones Motor Co.
Incorporated

211 Main Street
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Hazel W.S. of C.S.
Meets In Home„Of
Mrs. Buford Hurt

elanllenn-

Club Aiews

Activities

Locals

r,

Weddings
Personal Paragraphs
Mrs. Lucile Grogan Jones has returned to Murray, following a visit
in Oklahoma Ray. Okla.
• •

'Mrs. Chas. T. Cannon and sister.
Mrs. Ruth Moore, of Russelballe.
spent last weekend with Me, and
.Mrs Rudy Smith, North Twelfth
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Perdue .silent street.
••
the week-see:inn Memphis'-with his
Me. and Mrs. James H. Branch
sister, Mrs. Clarence Colllns. and
and deughtenlars. Blair Wright of
Mr. Collins.
gee is
Memphis have been recent visitors
Mrs, Gains Adams with her son. in Murray. .
•
G. B. Aderns and wife of Detroit
Mrs. John Clopton and Mrs R. It
are visiting Mrs. Bill Bailey. Pine
Boston al -Centralia, 11.. are guests
street. and other relatives.
of Mrs. R. H. Robbins. Mrs. BosMr. and Mrs. Clyde Jones have as ton is the former Miss Blakernore
eats the latter's sister. Mrs. J. S. who taught home economics at MurJoh on, Mr. Johnson an their lit- ray High school.
••
11.;' dei ater of Borden. Tex.
• •
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bindy and
sworth and Lundy daughter Margaret were Saturday
Di. A. H
r recently pur- guests of Miss Barbara Diuguid.
have moved to, t
chased home on Syc ore street.
••
Mrs. John Harkless of Louisville
Mr. and Miss Virginia Cocke of WickMrs. Louise Dick and.fat
- Duncan Holt. will move, this v. k. liffe returned to their respective
omes yesterday following a visit
from Ahem county home,to an apartMrs. Ralph. Woods.
merit in the Mrs. Ruby Farmer res••
idence. 600 West Poplar street.

•

Tele• an -Mrs. K'sruguid.
,
have as thei
uests Mr. and Mrs.
W L. Taylor o
nshington, D. C.
Mr. and Mrs. Tay
accompanied
Kirk as
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Fra
they returned from their • cation
in the East

r"i Pilsen
Katherine "Peti
who relates this story, arrives at
Lavinia DlintGlit'S home in LouiStill113 to be a bridesmaid at Layinia's wedding to Henri Dupres,
half-brother of her cousin. Ames
dee Dumont. One night, at the
home of Henri's father. Gaston
Dupree. Peter overhears an old
negro servant, Leopardine, tellinc Amedee something that tipsets him, then hears Gaston trying to force nee to reveal %hat
she told Amedee. Then, on the
eve cf the wedding. Lavinia, after
a pri vate talk with Amedee.
breaks her engagement. The next
morning, she's in issin g. The
sheriff. Jeff Wilkes. believes she
has been murdered and Is suspietinas of Dr. Dudley Keith. a
former fiance of Lavinia's who Is
among the house guests. Meanwhile. Amedee has been uncootierative, seeming to fear that the
sheriff will learn something that
will reflect on the Dumont fam-fly. When Gaston Dupree hints;
that he could reveal unpleasant
secrets. A in ed cc knocks him
down. That night. Gaston is
taken ill and, the f ollcwing
orning, he dies. Later in the
da. Peter sees Leopardine talkInc tOnelenri. who seems greatly
perturbed, Meanwhile, Dudley.
who attend. Gaston in his
ness. has arran
for an autopsy. Word is receiy that the old
man was poisoned.

"Old Gaston's death hit him
pretty hard. I guess?"
Amedee did not reply.
For my own part. I was wondertag about that myself. Gaston Dupres had treated his son with such
open contempt that it seemed
hardly Possible the boy could feel
any deep grief. And the day before
he had seemed more dazed than
anything else. Was there some
other reason. then. for Ms remainme in his room?
Of a sudden. I remembered that
incident of the., evening before
when I had seen hies talking to old
Leopardine. Now that I thought of
it. I realized that he had not appeered among us since then.
The thought of Leopardine recalled other facts. She had talked
to Amedee the night of the Mardi
Gras, and little more than twentyfour hours later. Lavinia had disappeared. She had been threatened
by Gaston Dupres that same night,
and now Gaston was dead. Finally.
she had talked to Henri just . last
evening, and this morning ...

Social Calendar

Tuesday. June 1.
The Cora Graves Circle of the
-The Womenii-Sikieff d chrisliali. College Presbyterian -Church will
Service held their regular meeting meet at 7:30 with Mrs. A. H. KopWednesday, May 12, at 7:30 at the Perud, 800 Main tyeet.
home of Mrs. Buford Hurt onlnstiThursisy,-Ante 3
tute street, Hazel, with Mrs. -Cecil
The Young Matron's Group of the
Page in charge of the program.
First Christian Church will meet
'The leaflet "Women in Paths of
with Mrs. James Rudy Allbritten
Services," was given by. Mrs. Page,
at 7:30„ 0. A. Adams will be. the
T.
S.
Mrs.
Clanton,
Mrs. D. C.
guest speaker.
•
Herron. Following the program,
lovely refreshments were served to
Saturday. Jane 5
the eleven members of the society.
The Delta Department will meet;
Mrs. Owen Brandon, a member at the Club House at 8:45 for a cos&
of the society, but now residing .in tome breakfast party.
Layetteville, N. C., was gladly sveln
Tuesday, Jane
corned by all the members present.
The Business and Professional
•••
Woman's Club will'meet at the City
Park at 6:30 p.m fee- e covered dish
picnic supper. All members are
urged to attend,

Womans Council
Of Christian
Church Meets

READ

Mrs. Ray Maddox and Mrs. J. H.
Coleman were hostesses yesterday
at the home of the former, to Group
DI of the Moistens Council of the
First Christian Church.
Mrs. L. M. Overbey, chairman of
the group, conducted the business
session and Mrs. Lamar Farley, program chairman, presented the members who gave the following program. The devotional reading was
by Mrs. E. A. Johnston and the
speaker was Mrs. Ralph Woods.
The .era,-..ker gave,a --thought provoking 'speech 'entitled "Great
Causes Make Great Men.The hostesses served dainty refreshments to the fourteeit members and Mrs. John Clepton and
Mrs. R. R. Boston, guests of Mrs.
R. H. Robbius.

THE
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The condition of Mrs Dolly Moser
remains unchanged at the Murray
,41
4
osphaL
s •
G
Mr. and Mrs. Harding Cole Willand rep,
TAKE YOUR CROICE—Curvacious Barbara Grand-Bergh of
iams have returned to Murray for
DON'T know how far my imagiAssents ai
Jersey City, N. J., who has been chosen Queen of Atlantic
the summer. Mr.. Winiams has
'i nation would have carried me
chines
City's Steel Pier, wears a swim suit covered with buttons
Mrs. L. H. Barclay and ciaUghbeen engaged in teaching in Geerfrom there but, at that point. Henri
the Bar
heralding leading candidates for the Republican Presidential •• gia.
ter Catherine and son of Arlington,
His
face
was
white
and
appeared.
Store ea
week
house
guest
this
nomination. She will invite GOP delegates to visit Atlantic
the
drawn.
He
seemed
to
have
aged
ten
is
Keayears In the space of a single night.
FOR SA
Mrs. Ola eleawmen. who is a pa- in the home of Dr. and Mrs. Hale.
City before and after their Philadelphia convention
• ••
h
Jeff Wilkesh
Hospital.
is
Murray
fection!
tient at the
you wanted to see me. Doc," he said
Places were laid Ion approximateChambe
much.improved.
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Hook and
to the coroner.
ly sixty persons last Thursday evson Ellwyn Don spent the weekend
"Yes, son. I do." Dr. Blake an- ening. when the initiation banquet
1.ESS T1
Mrs. Cleve Russ, who has been a in Cincinnati. 0. They attended
swered. in a kindly tone. "You of the Kappa Delta Phi, national
cc
• CHAPTER XXI
SM
patient- at the Murray Hospital, is the annual camp meeting...eat Gods
about—your father?"
honorary fraternity of Murray State
Coca C
HE sheriff and the corotr,..., know
PRLNT-AVVROPRIATE
convalescing.
Beble School and College."
All of •sudden. I realized that
College', was held at the Club
Brand r
••
Dr. Blake. both came the
Actres Adele Mara heads
•
ri did not know. He had astir
or Writ
next
Morning
1- 'Mrs. Jas.,Thurmond and children.
and
asked
many
been resent the evening before
Misses Mary and Erin Montgomefor the swimming pool high
CO.. 192!
ey receivedthe coroner's
Dean W. G. Naeh was toastmas- board to try out her new
accompanied by Mrs. Thurmond's ry and Messrs. Joe V. and Frank questions.
when D
And in our excite- ter and the speaker for the ("venni):
6-5546, 1
father. Mr. Berrreee Waters, who has Montgomery' went to Centerville.
While the former %Mu Interested telephone
The
suit.
-bathing
Neptune
s had thought to was Adroit Doran of Mingo.
- •
been Visiting here. will leave to- Tenn. last Sunday no tee Mrs. primarily in finding out whe could ment. none o
unusual print depicts
FOR SA1
and tell
morrow for a visit in Detroit. with Laura Brown, formerly of Murray. hate given Gaston Dupres the poi- find him
TAilly-one
new
members
were
the
what
life.
t ical underset
ing teal
However. he 10.1e4.
--•4 son that had caused hie death. the
her parents_ 1
at the home or' Intter seemed to be
who is critic)
all
aceep
t e nkw °fifteen; introother o
more concerned coroner meant.
••
•
ed?"
her daughter. Mrs. J. A. McCord. with how it had been given. and
ced wzre PatThyant, piesitre
"You mean he was—po.
land. Li
"I'm afraid so. son."
Miss Ruth Ashmorenvice-peeside t,
Mrs. Pauline Williams of Hous- Mrs Brown's other (laughter.
„where obtained.
miles ei
did
n
Henri'sexpresston
Vigil
Dallas.
Tex.,
is
at
"It's
today
for
a
Pool
of
not
Gaston
the kind of thing you
lita Leone Utterback earrespondton, Tex.. arrived
__good bu
there staring
stood
he
change.,
but
rehave
lying
he
around
loose"
and
Mrs.
bedside.'
her
in
eretarY1-Miss Lanni Bell Misr.with her parents. Mr.
. ill heat
marked. tesen turned to Dudley ipeechlessly at the coroner.
rts. r
rding secretary; Miss Lottys
Walter Thurrr.an. anti other relaGolden
"I'll have to ask you some dues-And
I
don't
suppose
brought
you
Mr. J: W Mentgomery end famSuiten 'haasurer; and Dr. ene
tives in Murray and the county.
any medicines containing it with :ions. Henn." Dr. Blake continued
• •
ler.
ily and Mrs Emma Nance.and UM- you did you. Doctor?"
FOR SA1
-First. was your father taking any Sprowles, c.
QUALITY FOODS
ed terri
Mr. and Mrs B. C. Castleberry ily. or Ness. concerti had as their -01 didn't bring any medicine of mediciph that had mercury in it?
Miss Annie Smhts., retiring men haves -feturned home after a few guests las• tamIservi. Meg. Lenore any kind with me." Dudley an- Sometrang that he might have ident, introduced the
Phone
ev offisers.
and
taken an overdose of?"
• • •
•
Jones. Mr. end Mrs. James Jones swered
. days visit ih Louisville.
•
Doc."
know.
don't
"I
The sheriff looked up."So you:re
and baby of Louisville.
Refrigerated FRUITS
"When did he begin to feel ill?'
a doctor Keith? Why didn't you
David Sykes: son agile. and
and VEGETABLES
"I guess It n'tis letenn-the aftertell me that tri the fleet place?"
arid
Mrs.
E
Lula
him.
had no occasion to." Dudley noon. day before yesterday."
Mrs. jack Sykes. Was-at the Murray
this
are
in
St
Louis
said then added 'defiantly. "If
"Did Or, Keith offer to do anyOPEN- UNTIL 7:00 I'. M.
Hospital for remeval of tonsile lyn Gibbs
week buying new goods for their you'." rot any 'deli that I might thing for him then?
Tuesday.
hat:: used my professional knowl••
dress shop. ,
"No:" DudIfy.finswered for himedge to murder Gaston Mares. you self "because I didn't think there
•
Ai .11g.ri.
Mrs. Fred R•...enc. of
them.
An
about
Tye
forget
can
just
was anythina the matter with trim
T▪ n
Mrs. John J. Whalen of Noril,
NA! Alvis Jones is a patient at
Ter. is visiting her-'sans. Drs. Hugh
told Dr.,Blake I broileht no drugs • I believe we all thought he was simMurray
Nominal.
Bernard Street, Chicago Ills has an- Women and girls say
the
any kind with me."
_
af
excuse
not
and Hal Houston anitl:•.othe'r • relaillness
as
an
ining
eh'
••
nounced the engagement iif hi.,
hThaf mar be." the sheriff ad- to appear at supper because—"
Dr.
tives in Murray this' week
Alan
'
thanks
'
for 2-way help
Mr and Mrs. Nix Crawford are mitted "hut it dent say You stogid
eRscetise of what,- the coroner daughter. Jane Eileen. to James What to de for
Raw will loin her here ter a few
.
wornan's oldret prsidem,
not
know
ant'
how
to
OS!"
you
found
Auto
merT.
Wilco's,
prompted. as Dudley did not no on
son of mt. and Mrs. functIonal monthly
days visit.' eters. Roane, IS the for- attending the Western
pain? Many•girl and
"Ines:Wow he and I heel had a
Warren Wilcox of Hazel.
woman haa found the answer In CAAchandise show in St. Louis this here" He turned to the coroniir
mer Mrs. Jessie Houston. ,
hr.
unes
-Maybe we'd better take a look fight." Amedee interpolated_
DIMS 2-ass Nap You see, CAFtDUI may
V4,45.
week
Miss Whalen was 'graduated .from make things Iota
around. Doc. and Fee what we can
easier for you in either
"A fight? You msan you came to
•
Northwestern
of
two ways: ill started 3 dare before
counts
find."
.
.UnWersity.
Her
fiMac Kirkland, who still
blows"
Amedee interfered "No You
ANOTHER CAGNEY IN MOVIES—Jeanne Cagney, who plays I Murray his home, is here this week
Mr and Mrs Jense Johnson of
"One blow." Amedec said. "1 ance served for /three years in the "your time' and taken as directed on the
label, It should help relieve funetional
You and Doe
long Blake
n
don.
knocked him down."
Navy.
opposite her brother Jimmy in "The Time of Your Life," is
week-end aret
visiting his sister. Mrs. Leland Evansville. Ind • were
periodic pain; ISO taken throughout the
itolne poking your
month like a tonic, it should improve your
one of the very few Phi Beta Kappas in films. An honore
i Owen and other relatives. He has visitors in the county, guests of Mr. through my Cousin's house when
The
wedding
will
take
place
on
DEF'ORE the coroner could ash
aPPnite,
aid digestion, and thus help
and Mrs. Freeman Johnson.
•
Hunter College grad, Jeanne made _a name fOr herself in ,, 'recently been innerkansas.
she's not here. Joseph will collect ED what the fight had been about
June 23 at Our Lady of Mercy build up resistance for the trying days to
••
that are
f fiiv,
n ticie
imm
et
esdicain
nd
e the sheriff returned to the room. church.
7aclio and on Brneatrav hens-- 'lining her brother in pictures. i
coma eARDUI is acienUfically prepaid
••
,
and scientifically tested. IV Yen sunlit "at
ow
a
cabinet
r
l gr hSoeTinan
dy
Hafford Smith. of Detroit. spent b
He had In his turret a small tin box
• • •
those certeln tunes-. get CARDUI today.
-Say. Doc." he said
re. That will
Mr. E. H.
excitedly'
'Miss Effie Watson is visiting Mr. the week-end with
have to satisfy you."
"what was it you said Dupres died
Smith.
his
father,
at
Harris
Grove.
and Mrs. Noble Watson. Mr. and
of?"
••
me. merriowin
ff bro
isri
tt
ledt.h a"tItfoserearn.msatno
Mrs. Eugene Stone and Mrs. Mary
-Bichloride of mercury or mersir. and Mrs. J. E. Littleton are
Lee Marshall and daughter in St.
curic chloride poisoning," the cormarketing far whose cousin's been mysteriously oner answered. "Oct something
is
also
marin
St
tens...week
Louis
this
Week.
She
Louis
A host et friends gathered at the
Missin' for coin' on three days. You there. Jeff?"
shop.
their department store.
ALL KINDS OF MATTRESSES REBUILT LIKE NEW
• • City Park Sunday for a biisket din- keting for her dress
Jinn bein' very helpful."
The sheriff consulted his tin box
COTTON MATTRESSES MADE INTO INNERSPRINGS
ner honoring Mr and Mrs. W..D
ikmetlee shrugged Impatiently. "It says 'Calomel' on here. But unBoone
eight minor project lessons consist- 'I wish yhti'd make un Your mind derneath in little letters. it 'savs
Williams and daughter 'Betty J., of
New Innerspring Box .Springs and Cottons
which
You're
doing.
Jeff—trying
to
'Mr
ing
of
four
in
Etiquette
and
four
in
reurotri
Chloride'."
Chattanooga. Tenn.. and Mrs and
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY
NURSERY
''Calomel is mercurous chloride
Kentucky history; two spec.al. in- lnd mit what hape^nrd to my couMrs. Chhrles Carson who are lei•V.in.
or
looking
for
the
murderer
of
t
won't
try
to
explain
to
You
the
terest groups. tailoring, account"
jug soon to make their home in
l'aston Dienes
difference between mercurniis ano
i s
and budgets, and a recreationlero- -'Maybe when I've found out
800 OLi VE. — PHONE 364-J Chattanooga.
one• mercutic compounds. Jeff
but
gram of games and songs.
... Teen< attending were Mr. and
have the answer to the other as there is a difference- and It's a
PHONE 1339
TENNESSEE
PARIS,
On Friday. May 21. at 1:30 pm
--Tile food leader. Mrs. Willis Bucy; sell"the sheriff Ohs' reed_ •111ow do pretty big erne"
Mts. W --Williams. Mr. and Mrs
One mile from Cunt Square on Highway 69
the'New Concord Hntnemakers Club was absent because of illness in 'get to look around or don't-Wee
"Then this ain't what killed
S B Blaylock, Mr. arid Mrs. Rumet at the school building for its her family and the hostesses Misses
Amedre
decided
upon a crimnro- him"
1 delph Thurman and son Charles.
else.
•
regular Monthly .meeting..
"No—that stuff's perfcctle harmErin and Ruth Montgomery, Kane
Mr and Mrs. Ray. Buckingham, Mr
L.
"Joseph will go with vote" he nesse
The house way railed to ordee by the less-en'
-Making
Cottage
Mrs.
,nd
George West. Mr. and
aid. and - summoned the negro
I heard santebody release then
the president. Mrs. Chas. .Ststable- Cheese.Mrs. AubrensPolly and son Billy.
sutler..
•
breath in It soft sigh an though
field.
When the eheriff and Jensph had the.v'd been holding It but I was
I Me and Mrs. Neernan Klapp. Mrs
Mrs. Chas. Stubblefield' and Mies
1 Byrd Each, Mr . and Mrs W. L.
The 'devotional was given by Mrs Ruth Montgomery gave a demon- femme& the coroner looked. le,okina at the coroner at the time
Irotind the room.••
- and didn't se? who it was
•
Used Fats
Pollyeehd daughter, Shaila. Mr. and Aubrey Farris
stration on eldeking.Corsages.- The
Miss Erin Montieornory, mann corsage that was made was pre- "I don't See tourist Hetirl Dutinea
'are Gene Brewer. arid daughter
Scrap Iron
rere this mnrrintt Where PI I1'.!"
17'n he continued!
COME IN AND UT US GIVE YOU A COMPUTE
isda. Lou. Mr. 'and Mrs. Phil Mit- project leader, gave a.report Of the sented to the recreation leader. Mrs. "In his room 1..stinpase " Arn:dri (T12: characters in t1,r1 serial arc
Metal
climax 'of the years work- -a 'cot- Aubrey Farris. '
'
le
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Chhrles
Car.
nsa-ered
Iftfildn't
Mire
•
•
down
to
.
reTirinei
Batteries
DEMONSTRATION OF THE FAMOUS
• - eins •
-a
Misses Betty' Jo Williams. ton dress revue to be held.in the
Mrs. Farris led the group in a
Hides
wa
riatterissege. . Robbie
• teon. Murray _High. school - building at 3 'Flower Game- at the conclusion
Betty June. West. Betty pm.. 'Thhrsday.-June 3. The New sif -44s• facems.rn.
1,.Charles Cochrun, New Orleans,
Jean Thurman arid Lynweed Smith, Concord club tnede plans -for the
han-and Mrs. Ogaer.
Miss Ruth Montgomery gave a
George. Ottis West, Leroy Polly, way They would present the wotrieli
• Members or the Wells family
report of the district Hornet-Makers
There
are
tee'readeLleieir
dresses.
nediey BUckihgttaire -Jimmy' Klapp.
w
sve
hre
o .. lpirses
who .\...,
nm
int atthisthe
. vaianti
cinitsx_
i jLet.
meeting In Fulton' April 20.
17
wemen
-that
are
members
of
the
ad. Gene Castiesin.
The ellila was elighted diet the
elub and each ohe has Made a cotr
.ionsist her eseense. Mr. -dad- Mks_ -Ile
is
air
family retail-an Wee-lielll
men cant
dress v,tich she will wear in following Pares R'esed club. mer Collins and children, -.Don' and
North Fifth
iOn trades rin,i more than. 4.000 this revue.
ere has been _great were present for this lesson; Mes- at the home of Met and Mrs. Jim
--Pw--Thornprprr.
5. Wednesday-of-last Ellen Sues - Mr, and Mrs. Lemansills 'which are used M civihan interest-_4r
this prenect
Nix and children. Dan and SuzanPhone 214
:es according:1e a recent- study throughnul the year .and it gives tins. Groover Parker, Jack White, week from five imeia eight o'clock
na; Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Nix and
the Navy's new ratings struc- each member a glow ef pride in the Calton Mergan. Robert -Hendon. when members or Mrs. Hart'a
here children, Wanda and Jimmy: Mr.
club that it has cooperated 190 per' Paul Bar,ck, leaymood _Ftayinien, family who were visiting
You will live with your
Amps Outland, Dennis Roles. Jesse with relatives, were the honored and Mrs. Wells Nix and sure Ben:
.cant.
Si'
wwmailingtes
new flange a long time
MT. and Mn,. A. • B. Lassiter. Mr.
guests.
• IP
A discussion was led by the pres-, _Falser.
-SO we suggest you
and
Mrs.
I.
B.
Stublilefeld'
Mrs.
Ogan.
Dresden,'
Mrs. Juddy
'Went, Mrs. Stlibhlefiekl on ways
A salad plate of cottage , cheese
shop and compare. Sec
To
Mrs, Helen Lassiter,
'and means of raising furies for the come/climes was staved by the hos- Tenn.. and members of the Wells Anna Lassiter,
çe Tappan! There's a
Mrs. Fratikie Meadow.
arealth of conveniences
club It was agreed upon to make tesses Miesnei Erin and Ruth Merit- family, has traced the family hisGo
COME INgo make your kitchen
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Nix returned
arrangements with 'a "Grand, Ole goinery sssisted by Mrs.. Taft Pat- tory back Worn 1629 when it came
ME
enjoyable. Famous
easier-more
Insure
NO OILIOATION
Opry Radio Tearri- to pee o na pro- tenon and Mrs Chas. Stubblefield. from Essex. England She present- lo Tulsa the latter part Of' the.
for its beauty, your new Tappan
gram at the school building in the. Other members present were Mes- ed a beautifully decorate•d cake week after a tour day visit with
friends.
your
of
will be the envy
-OF COURSE
near'future-4.sznew lehlburn Evans Cleat. Huey, that represented the wined of time his sister and brothers.
Ba
-• Mre. - Stuplefield also reported Wm. Kingins, Ames McCarty. Aub- in' the family tree,
Fa
Final soleittion of 320 out of
• at the-Clidloway County annual re
Out of town visiters were Mrs
gar
,y,eFrayrris, an,en Miss Mary Mean
Ca
600
NaVy
and
Marine
Corps
enhis
-inting will be the latter part of
Nix and
Hart's brother Jeff
105 North Fourth Street
Phone 1177
I3u
sugust or the first of September.
The next meeting will be in the wife, and. his son and family,.from listed men is under way to deterEdvelenWellisiand Mrs. mine who will receive Secretary
HOWARD JONES, District Manager
The Major project for 1948-46 will home of Mrs. Chas. Bucy
Mi
Friday.
. legelesieens in clothing; there
„Betty Senn, Fl. Smith, Arkansas, of the, Navy appointments to An•
Or
.
ei
•also be three lessens in foOd'. •
Mrs. Hnstrm Jones. Mayfield; Mrs, nenolie Meet nail
Be

Kappa Delta Pi
Has Banquet

T
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!
,

11,AYS4 FIELDER _
16th and Main

Farmer,

Picnic Held At
'City Park Sunday,
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STARR MATTRESS CO.

WE BUY...
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Hou

—LOOK --

New Concord
Homemakers Club
Meets Friday

FLORICT&GIFT NOPPE

.1

June sate Set
For Marriage Of
Whalen-Wilcox •

Before you buy al Range

TA PPi1Ii
62,-A•if•

Wells Family Has
Reunion At Home
Of Jim Hart

•
SHROAT BROS.
Meat Market
109

i

LETTER- BOXES
ARE BACK

AIRLENE GAS COMPANY, Inc.

in Two Sizes
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8
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ivered dish
tubers are
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FOR SALE-Clezirance-All garden NO,i_ICE-In accordance with Kentools. Cost price-Bilbrey's Car & tucky Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
Home Suppl•fr.
Ju3c 25.200: Notice is hereby given that
a report of H. E. Wall, Sr., deceasSEWING MACHINE REPAIRS - FOR SALE-Four piece wicker set, ed, settlement of accounts was on
Also some new Singer sewing ma- clean c;olor, ideal for sun porch or May 24, 1948. filed by Eva Wall, executrix, and that the some has been
chines for immediate delivery. Me: office/furniture. Priced to sell.
ipproved by the Calloway County
tors, buttonholers and parts avail- Call 140 or 483-R-4.
le Court and ordered filed to lie over I
able. Write Singer Sewing Center
for exceptions. Any person desirin Mayfield, Ky. Then you can be I
ing to file any exception thereto
will do so on or before June 28, 1948, ,
sure of famous Singer service EXor be forever barred. Witness my
pert singer repairt and genuine
hand this 24th day of May, 1948. By
Singer parts. We repair other WE
SPECIALIZE in COUNTRY Lester Nanny, County Court Clerk,
makes, too! Reasonable charges. HAM, steaks,
chops and
W Ju9p
plate Calloway County, Ky.
Estimates furnished in your homg lunches. All
kinds of sandwiches
in advance.
Jute Itudy'i Restaurant
It

most to himself.
In the two-game series all Stan
the man did ,was slam five for
29. Land measure
41 50,5
nine: including three homers.
30- The Granite CRY
31- Pirelli sonde,
1 l'4 ::.% opetlInt
"He 'does everything so easily
92 - Declare. swim
S E.11(21 ,roll i
PtWni you don't even know he's on ,he
WRMO
$4- Bilip'e nailer.
P 1 irsts
35-5111d oath
Oitg field,- interrupted Coach
Vg
MEog:
12 Ireland
Travis
26- lolualcal note
93 To burrs away
LAM
NEM
37-An5er
14 Wild os
1,0ring •_•2_11e_ wasat_ibleft field
"Salit; 4TA:044). firowinot Connie
10 Across the
44 Stale of being
Atlantic
rY:01E1ILWIi211115)00114 we would- have had four more
hands
111 Planed strong
Me. MI
filatn hits in+that series."
40 -0111 nt lase
MP I‘
CIFITSOI
47 --note snot,
19 Fer,ehl
"I know he's there.- commented
Period,
of
time
48
30 Upon
Ott. "No matter where you throw
49 -Baby carriage
21 tire, ii purl ltro
I Mil .
22 Edibir wed
50-Labei
IliU.AP11_41i0- theAsball, he'll hit it."
35 Kings 00000..
for the rest of the club, Ott
plc
0 1 .- Learnmil
analyzes that the Redbirds have
DOW
1-Plaege
too much veteran pitching to fall
2-Italian COMO
back very far.
•
3 --Country iii
3
FOR SALE - Martins Premium LET JOHNSON APPLIANCE CO.
Near MA,
"Warm weather will heip them,"
4-Sines
•
Ethyl. 27 1-2 cents, all tax paid. service your Matag with genuine
he insisted. -Of course, there are
5-To melt
Free one quart Marco Penn Motor Maytag parts. Will pick up and
6-Small island
questions on the ball club. How
7-Tellers
with each drain. Buy 4 qts, deliver.
57
Ju7c
7
0.-Rsc000ript•
will Stan Musial hold up and what
animals'
• 4 get 5 tits. Popular brand cigarettes,
about Whitey Ktirowski's arm?"
bet
9-Poker
15c with purchase-Martin Oil FOR COMPLETE INSULATION
IC-Piece of money
The biggest worry on Ott's
11--Buitse ocilietiem
Co., 2nd and Main Sts., Murray, SERVICE at a lower cost call Rock
26 27
22
16--Scion
square shoulders, however, is his
22
BURTON WILLIAMS
Ky.
Jtc Wool Insulation Co., Room 105, rI
17 -Aacended
pitching. And that little man
II --Tatter
Gatlin Bldg. Phone 1021. • .1.n19c
31
00
doesn't talk about it very much.
22-To shut out
_ 7,1••tcct Fed From Rats
Nrapereflience poets. rough lumber,
23,-- sooner thair-"That kid, Andy Hansen; gave
•
All
accurately sawn, uniform SEWING MACHINE SERVICE -24- Roman bronze
ITH high grain prices narrow52
25-Waterfall
us a lift when he beat the Dodgers
widths, thickness
Poplar and 15 years experience. Servicing done vv • ing the margin of profit for
26 -To epoil
on Memorial Day." said Mel -like
342
27 -Female ehrep
O
John A. Nance, Nance Bros., in your home, or my place. Free millions of fanners, all possible
28- Fresh
a man whistling past a geaveyard.
N
Concord.
Jul7c estimates-R. M. Martin, 503 North measures should be taken to reduce
roll
30
WI' 41
"He looked good, too."
37 38 39
33 --Boredom
'6th St. Phone 539.
-W.
Ju2p :.ost of production. One way in
which farmers can cut needless ex34-Rind of coal
SEWIWG MACHINES Bought, Sold
Hansen a strapping young' man
36-To
recline
004
pense is to reduce the heavy losses
arid repaired. Button hole attach37 - Moist
of 23. stopped Brooklyn with a
grain caused by rats.
38-Te Maintain
ments and parts for all make masix hit, 10-0 shutout. Pt was his
.40
417
04b
39-Book by Zola
A vigorous rat extermination
chines. There will be an agent at
40-Lump
first starting assignment, after
program, of course, is essential for
Crcraft
41
-Pert
to
4/
the Barnett & Kerley Firestone
5o
.19
long -duty in the bull pen, and he
42-Autocrat
FOR RENT-2-room apartment, pri- iest results. Other steps also should
Store each Wed. Phone 135. Jn22c
43 -Being. it. acutract
a•A•mom.1•••••••
made the most of it. Considering
vate entrance. Water and lights 3e taken, however, to protect stored
45 -Fur piece
Ivo
Pew •,
lanol Pa*
rodents.
the straights in which Ott finds
FOR SALE-Table top New Per- free. 301 N. 16th St. Telephone ?rain from
his mound corps. Handy 'will get
For storage of small amounts of
J3c
fection 5-burner oil stove. See Leon 676-M.
grain which the farmerwishes to
more opening work, you can
Chambers, Lynn Grove.
J1 p
FOR RENT-A 3-room unfurnished keep handy,.galvanised steel conimagine.
of the pennant chase. There are
"We're looking better in pitchLESS THAN WHOLESALE-Mod- apartment with private entrance
By 4/SCAlt FRALEY
two reasons.
ing," Ott finally dared" irenture:
el SM 1.000 cup Drink-O-Mat and bath. Available the 15th Writer
Press
Sports
United
But there was a lot of caution
The first is that although he har
Coca Cola dispensing machines. Mrs. H. P. Wear, 200 North 5th
the best power hitting club in in his voice, and a deep sigh lik
Jut')
Brand new, never uncrated. Call St Telephone 73.
NEW YORK, June 2. (UP)-The baseball today he definitely need: an old lady faCing a mountaino
or write Tennessee prink-O-Mat
New York Giants opened a wee- to uphold his pitching.
pile of Monday morning
Co.. 1925 Church Street. Telephone
ern invasion today right up there
The second is that he expects when he added:
6-5546, Nashville, Tenn.
Ju2c
at the top of the National league the Cardinals, in a slump which
"It looks like a real sum err
and Manager Mel Ott was begin- cost them the league lead, to g2
FOR SALE-Restaurant, store, fillning to think enough of his shaky better when warm -weather
ing_ station, 4-room house and NOTICE-In accordance with Kenpitching to predict a race down rives.
other outbuildings, 14 acres of tucky Statutes. Sections 25.195 and
to the wire-with the St. Louis
land. Located on Highway 68, four 25.200: Notice is hereby given that
"That two-game series we played
Apt /Wink T„./
settleCardinals.
miles cart of Ky Lake. Doing a A report of Billie D. Hargis
with the Cardinals was one of the
ment of accounts was on May 24.
Only you can
44M's-still the Cards you have roughest Fee ever been through
good business. Reason for selling. 1948,'Med ,by Thotnas llafgiS, -gum"ill health-John W. Jett, owner. dian, and that the some has been
to beat to win _the .pennant." de- he recalled, "we used nine pitcher.PRLYEAT
clared Ott. "I said so in the spring -all we had -and just brok,
Golden Pond. Ky.
Jia2p approved by the Calloway County
recommended.
and 1 -haven't seen. anything to even.'"
FOREST/cIRES:
Court and ordered filed to lie over tainers are. highly
FOR SALE- Pedigreed, wire hair.,, for exceptions. Any person desiring Grain stored in such containers is change my mind."
Stan Musial, clubtarpi a nit)'.
cd terrier dog 9 months old. $20. to file any exceptiort thereto will fully protected. Rats cannot gnaw
Ott, who squints through spec- .330. amazes even a man like 0::
through galvanized steel; and the
Phone $41-J.
Ju2c do so on or before June 28, 1948, or
tight-fitting lid defies the most de- tacles these days and is inclined who is surrounded by beef-tn..:
Witness my
be forever barred.
termined rodent.
to postman since ending his belters.
hand this 24th day of May. 1948.
A further measure of effective playing career, is showing every
"De you think he can keep it_
By Lester Nanny. County Court
A
similar one of his 39 year under the strain up like - that?" Wondered Ott, alClerk. _Calloway County. Ken- rat control is the use of
tucky.
,W Ju9p contaicers as receptacles for kitchen food s:•raps. Exposed refuse is
NOTICE-In accordance with Ken- inviting to rats, but food in rat- - NANCY
tucky Statutes. Sections 15195 and proof cans offers them nothing for
From and to any point in 25.200: Notice is hereby given that sustenance. Galvanized steel conTHOSE BIG- FISH ARE
Tennessee and Kentucky
a report of Mrs. L. A. Brandon. de- tainers may be obtained at most
MEAN---ALWAYS CHASING
ceased. settlement of accounts was hardware stores.
Primary feed storages should be
THAT LITTLE
on May 24, 1948. filed by Waylon
Also Service to any point F. Rayburn, admr.. and that the constructed of rat-proof building
ONE
same has been approved by the materials. Such products as asbesin other 46 States
Calloway County Court and ordered tos cement hoard, when used as an
‘`•
filed to lie over for exceptions Any interior lining for walls and floors,
VANS ARE AVAILABLE person desiring to file any excep- provide an effective barrier which
tion thereto will do so on or before rats cannot penetrate.
AT ANY TIME
June 28. 1948, or be forever barred.
Witness my hand this 24th day of
May. 1948. By Lester Nanny. Counsoa--ross
Uss our cuissmea
ty Court Clerk. Calloway County.
W Ju9p get the business
Kentucky.

For Sale

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

6000 ;VF.It It, 'KysIiii.t. v. /ft F
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For Rent

baritone Walter Cassel,
HIS MASTER'S V ICE-Whenever
of vocalizing, Tempo
bit
a
does
radio,
star of opera a
Tempo proves he has
And
piano.
the
insists upon a at on
to show his approval
a keen ear to music by wiggling them front legs when he
his
between
head
his
mg
duck
or by
doesn't favor a number.
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CELT TO ENDURE
E. Wyo. tUP1-All the
dings in a $2,000,000 down-,
n Laramie fire were dettroyed.
xcept for the 78-year-old structure. The wind-whipped flames
razed newer structures, but the red WEST KENTUCKY ELECTRIC CO
100 North Fourth St,
brick, two-storied landmark wasn't Phone 1087
even singed.
ongaimismiemells
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Household Movers

By Ernie Buahmiller

Call Us Collect

1199

WHITNEY
TRANSFER CO..
PARIS, TENN.

NEW
NOS

NOTICE-All persons interested in
New Providence graveyard are
asked to send or give contributions
to any of the following persons:
Jim Allbritten. Warren Allbritten, Collie Stubblefield, Melvin
Grogan. Hardy Miller, or Rudy
Ju3c
Hendon.

Nts,

Boone Transfer Co., Agt.
READ
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THE
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Me

SLATS

Ignorant

WE'LL RUN THIS ONE
UNDER THE HEADLINE.
'ROAMING ROMEO ON
MIDNIGHT CRUISE CAPTURES GUN-TOTING
GORILLA"

TYPEWRITER PAPER
Millers Falls EZERASE

a

'Blissfully

!RASE AN ERROR AND IT DOES NOT SHOW
•

-100 Sheets to the

By Raebarn Van Buret,
MY PICTURE
IN THE PAPER

LIKE I WAS
JOHN L. LEWISOR LANA
TURNER::: SUE
CAN'T STAY
MAD AT ME
AFTER THIS-

TWENTY-FIVE
NOT US
Tl4OUSAND IN REWARD TWO, SIR.
MONEY. THAT'S A
SHE'S JUST
FINE NEST EGG FOR
SIMPLY MY
YOU TWO TO GET
FRIEND. SUE
IS MY GIRL- SUE
STARTED WITH
GROGGINS-

Box
IT'S C000 P'
.
TO EMPLOY
DISABLED VETERAINS

LEDGER & TIMES
I

.140USTIIS-COSCAN"

ssizaktiss-IP4/
-

Murray Live Stock Company.
The Best Market in West Kentucky
•

SALES EACH TUESDAY AT 2:GO O'CLOCK
SALES REPORT FOR JUNE 1, 1948
1248
Total head sold

NON

IC.

•

one 1177
-

Good Quality Fat Steers 28.00- 31.00
Medium Quality
23.00- 27.50
Butther Cattle
2-5.00- 30.00
Baby Beeves
19.00- 24.00
Fat Cows
18.50
10.00Canners and Cutters
16.00- 23.00
Bulls
90.00-200.00
Milk Cows, per head
255.00
One outstanding Holstein
28.25
Best Spring Lambs

Medium Spring Lambs
Fancy Vials
No. 1 Veal&
No. 2 Veals •
Throwouts
HOGS
180 to 240 pounds
250 to 2711 pounds'
275 to 300 pounds
155 to 175 pounds
135 to 150 pounds
Sows

Shut the Door, They're Coming Through the Windows !

LI'L ABNER

AUDRLIT W. SIMMONS, Owner

23.00- 26.26
28.00
27.00
22.85
6.00- 21.00

NE)
SON.r.P-AH sJl
DON'T FEEL RANT MEN•IS
OFFA
PAPASITE,
SALOMEY,LIKE
MAMMY.
WE IS DOIN'Ir
AH FEELS
LIKE A
PARISIAN!!

SON.T--A PARASITE
IS A FRENCHMAN.THET

-AH FEELS LIKE
SOMEONE WHO

HAIN'T WHOT AH FEELS
LIKE-AN'AH HOPES

IS LIVIN' OFFA
SOMEONE ELSENAMELY, A

AH NEVER DOES"

PARISIAN 4.

(I'

By Al Copp
AH TR=
THINK WE IS
EARNIN' OUR
WAY, BY KEEPINE

WE Ft/NALLY 1
TRAINED TH'
COMM FOLKS •

T'USE TH' .
THEY HERD CY ; FIRE 'CAPES,
GOATS IN TH'
SO'S NOT T'
LOBBY, SO'S
TH'
SALOMEY KIN
GOATS IN TH'
HAVE FRESH
LOBBY AN
SOUR TRAP
MILK ....
MILK

23.50.
22.50
2050.
22.00
21.30
16.75 Down
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122 MEN DROWN
' WHEN LIBERTY
LAUNCH SINKS

•

•

rtl
A 41.
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•
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I Saw a lot of men in the water. I
I guess truest of them came up. Several of them tried to pull me under,
and I had to fight to stay up.
A jug paseed close to. where I
was but didn't see me.

Beans Rival Tomato as
Freedom Garden Favorite

I knew there v:ere life preservers
in the launch. but there just wasn't
time to get them out. All I knew I
was L was in the water and so
was everybody else. It was raining I
and the waves kept slapping us
ia,un

NORFOLK. Va., June 1 il.JR)—
'Fifth Naval district headquarters
were
; announced today 22 men
!drowned when a 90-men Liberty
I launch foundered and overturned
Everybody was trying to hang
in the black waters of Hampton
an everybody else.
Roads last night.
When that tug passed me by, I
A revised casualty list released
knew I'd have to get to shore. I
by the Navy said nine marines and
could barely see some light off in
13 sailors died in the rain-swept,
the distance. so I headed in that
'surging roadstead.
directon.
IEDITOR'S NOTE: The following , I was scared bui I knew I could
eyewitness story was told by Boat- I make it. I learned te swim when
swains Mate 3-c Thorn•as A. Rowe. I was 10 years old and I'm pretty
22. of 3e21 Randolph Avenue. Hunt- good. But just the same. I thought
eigton Park. Calif. He swam more I a I.ttle later I wasn't going to make
than two miles to shore and was It, GuessI was in the wain. three
being treated today on board a hos- 'hours, swimming and floating,
pital ship at Norfolk Naval Station. swimming and floating.
Doctors said he was in "fair condiWhen I got to the dock everytion" suffering from shock and ex- body was surprised to see me. They
haustion.)
-•
took me-to the hospital ship.
• NORFOLK. Va., June 1 (l.1P)—
BOMBER SHARPENS HIS WEAPONS—Heavyweight chamThere for a while I thought I'd
I fought on Saipan and Okinawa, never .get to land. It must have
pion Joe Louis strikes a fighting pose at his camp in Pompton
but never in my life have I been been. more than time miles, and I
Lakes, N. J:, where he is prepping for his return go with
as shocked as when I woke up -this hit a strong current that seemed
Jersey Joe Walton - on June- 23. The amber is anxious to
morning.
sfifid---iip his career with a kayo, and has been working hard
like 'it was going to push me
at strengthening his legs and sharpening his punch.
I was pretty groggy when I got back
to the pier after my last shore
But I got to theeelock. I had to.
leave. I guess% I got into the wrong
boat. because they told me this
HOW TO STAY AWAKE
morning I was headed for the
MEMPHIS. Tenn. (UP)—It's so
Kearsarge. I'M really from the at- quiet where night watchman J. W
Farrar works that you can almost
tack transport RandaU.
I fell asleep as soon as I got in hear the shavings fall. Farrar whitthe Liberty launch. And when I tles to keep awake at a local power
woke up I was in the water. The sub-station. He takes to work a
boat all of a sudden seemed to,. 1 bundle of cedar sticks to carve
have disappeared.
miniature reproductions for the day
•
staff.
Green Plains Churclieet Christ Sunday..
ANCHORED
A large number of the Baptist
MILWAUKEE elePi —John Machurch members 'attended services' sek didn't have much success with
at the Oak Grove Baptist church
his first attempt at boat building.
to hear Bro. Hardeman of Mayfield
When he tried to move the 12-foot
Mrs. H. I. Neely, Miss Eva Perry
frame of his home made motorand _nephew. Janie. M. Overcast,
boat he discovered he had built it
were dinner guests of Mr. and Mra.
around a drain pipe running from
S 11 Neely in MaYfisice Sunday.
the fluor to the basement ceiling.
Mr and Mrs. John Zigler
Cidei-ville. Kan.,'arenow in Hazel
visiting their daughter Mrs. H. Is.
Oliver.
•
James Overca* returned to Oxford. Miss. university where lee hii
attending school, after spending a I &
short vacation in Hazel with home
folks

I

I

•
DUTCH -:_q.EICirfri RIDEtt—WAC touristsrC6rp. Alice Meyers
(left) of Grand Junction, Colo.," and T-Sgt. Alice Razelle ot .1
Webb City. Mo, get a Dutch treat in. the form of a
ride" usually reserved for "famous Alkmaar cheeses in
maar, Holland. Porters don't sisern to' mind and the crov:C
• •-.-gets a big kick out Title Aunt. -

Wax Beans are Considered by Many to be Tenderest of AU.
Beans and tomatoes, both natives foods. In recent years few wax beans
of America, are the favorite home have been seen in markets; but Mille
garden vegetables of this country, for opinion of many they are Inure tender
beans.
the excellent reasons that they give and of better ffa.or than green
Bush beans are at the height of
heavy yields, are delicious to eat, and
flavor and tenderness from the time
excel in food value.
they have just _begun to form, until
The bean of our gardens is the snap
begin to make seeds; and they
bean, formerly called the string bean, they
deterioriate somewhat after that. Both
but so.improved by the plant breeders
for the table and for canning they
that varieties that have strings are
should be picked bciore seeds form,
almost obsolete.
and not more than an hour before
Picked in the horre garden when so they are cooked.
young the seeds hive not yet begun
Canning snap beans requires speto (urns in the teneter pods, A dish of cial precautions to" kill the botulinus
is
beans
wax
round- Pod green or
germ, and before it is attempted the
soniething for gourmets to rave about. advice of canning experts should be
They are easy to grow, provided yoe sought.
wait until the ground warms up, and
If bean- plantsare kept picked dean.
danger of frost is over, before,planting they will contiune to bear all suinin,:r,
the seed.
producing several crops, as long as
There are four general types of the plants are healthy. But since the
bush beans, the green and was (yel- first crop 11' always the'largest, it is
low) each divided into flat pod and advisable to make several sowings in
round pod. Market beans are esuelly succession, so that new plants keep
flat pod, which yield better than the coming into bearing.
round pod; and the latter have the • Dustin* regularly with D. D. T.
best quality..
will protect beans from the leaf hop„ Between the green and wax beans pers, which sap the stirenAlc of -the
and greatly reduce their yield.
Pthere are slight differences in vitamin
is Mexican bean,beetle .sesitsts
wcontent, the former excenuig in ita1)-I)
T. but can be killed with robut
'nen A, the 'at ter in vitamin B.
iboth are amine OUT most nutritious tenone.
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Not everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to The Ledger
Times but near1)1
everybody reads it. •

.

We're itching to show you the revolutionary,
NEW 49 Ford! It's The Car of the Year—and
you're going to love it! We can't let you see it
quite yet, but here's a hint of some of the features you'll find in the NEW Ford in your future!

us.

TAKING A HORSE NAP—No, there's nothing wrong With
only having.a siesta on the street of Burry Hills,
Australia And, unlike his master sitting to the right, he has
a contented Smile on his face. Billy's owner says that Billy
Is six years old and has taken time off for a real rest like
this several times before and there is nothing to do but
humor him and let him lie.

•
ThompSIIT—OR GIVING KLI TUE ONEE•MER—Tommy
tongue-tied as
teMporarily
is
Conn..
.
Britain,
son. 4, of Ncw
1 their parents. Mr and Mrs. C. D
off her golden
Fttitn Sranson, 6, of Brooklyn. N.
Paschall an-e family
---'
1
on
Sweden
for
sailed
lucks and new traveling outfit. Huth
Hatten Stephens of Waterto
family
his
Mr and Mrs. Perry Chtinn . of I Mrs.
the Gripsholm add Tonury was on -hand with
town. Tenn, is in Hazel seining her
rth Carolina are in Hazel visitsee some -friends off.
mother Mrs. John McLeod.
.ne in the home of Mr. and Mrs:
Mr. end Mrs Thomas Chesley
Oliver.
Aleie
,
and daugh- Scruggs had as their dinner guests
Scruggs
Mrs—Bernard
C-iey-- -ant
-eke e.
Hazel Fri- Wednesday Mr and Mrs R. I.
per- ter of Murray welt. ,n
r e: eNI
e
Turnbow and Mr end Mrs William
bueness
ei.y en
eeir I
Mr. and Mrs. D N White left
blrilitruptry
e-yeee,elreiertieg for et.repee, for a r James AC Overast of Oxford,
-anyclisitstedrshischuenrceleas.tCoil
week's vest in the home of Mrs'
Saturday
Oereast
Garrer
Sam
Mrs
sister.
White's
n
e
WASHINGTON e
night.
•
4:14 Mr Garrett.
•
The FBI
Mr and Mrs Vernon Lane and
- Mr. me Mrs. Carlos-. Struees.
to be or ea
little daughter Paggay of Iowa, are
Mrs. 13ettie James - and Miss Libbie
dence Rae
n.y eery Jertvs were in P:irir Sundo after- in Hazel visiting their daughter.
Presero Se e
Mrs. D I. Merrell and Mr Merrell.
With Mr and Mrs Will Clanton of Paxte tins
,
Mr arl Mrs .1,..hro Madd7ric of ducah were in Hazel last weekend
Hniaa '
Brut- eon. Tenn. were in Hazel visiting Mr and Mrs Bob Alexi
Tuesceiy te visit their mother. Mrs. nder and family.
"Law F
R bete Maddox,'who is seik.
+81-fid Ethridge of Texas is in Hazel
.
this r
daughter -of
Miirtea Jack.
Mr eed Mrs Het Tiylor fell fron
at
r.• me laet Sattirlay and brokei
•
!A
or arm in two places She is reAny, r. • ...aterrere•ritice1y. arer,rdlni< to r.
varlet:iv e
reports.
•
000.
Mrs Helen'Dickeif Murray was in,
Thursday visiting Mrs. Tom-1
Wilson and family.
FIVE POINTS
Mrs Cera West is confined t5 her
.
••,i with something like flu.
Murray, Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Irwin and
JOAN BLONDELL
- TYRONE POWER
datiehter 'if Memphis. Tenn_
GROCERIES
STAPLE
re IbLU.S1.• over the weekend if
e.r.e .friends and-n-iil preach a!
of all

y.. shows

4

HAZEL NEWS

Old Confidence
Game Being UsPd
Again Warns FE!

A&H
GROCERY

,

Ending
TODAY,

VAIMMITY

"NIGHTMARE ALLEY"

_

.

In order to text Pus sue
says. he must ;spy th.
Men-inart "ernberips eseets"--eisuale.
, matter of Over 61.000. •
Tee -prserer- begs theevictirn
hire get his suitcase back. A
Iseeernetion for has troubles. the
told.'he will TY•CY.IVe. ore
'ere • f the money in the trunk_
i• 1 eS G30.
4
Tee' swiefiter liter sends -news-d
rtippings t-s back up his
,
•cities_

.THURSDAY t.nd_ FRIDAY

111111e;.
,
.r)dd rj\i
Tim Drake
mists effkr•
Wer over
t'iride beauty,
Itoiree.
Poe

LA
7.7assmagla-

MGM'S-

r)
.

nYY
vl
abcata bomb robber'

Well _show you real 'Picture Windows'
„
more than 20 square feet of "see ability"_
Even the rear window is windshield big!

re1tA)

DRAKE
DOROTHY PATRICK
TOM

COOTS CHINE • LIEN AVIS
Play br 114.1.111 10
(..ereder

Cv.4

WARP!!EAMON!.P,c4bYted by NAT,PERRIN
Gyltsiortityyti

if f fall- .for the heax, the vi'
•e fees deem to Mexico. contact: i
e "Rent of "M" and pays the "enjAs a guar, :es" in cash
$125000. he is given a
.
k or deport certificate f.,7
Amen
1 on
--,W--.
0.000 deeei
ha'k
Peeny telegrams asst ef the due,
.eit toe prf..oner has such a sum
the •-en-,barine• is paid. ti
• • disappears. The victim-ien with :t fraudulent cheek, a fee
.'!eart-rendieg letters and a bitte]
ft cling abiert- human- rialtirte
The FBI sayse that th "come-o.'
teeters should beltergred- pKet
postal authorities immediately
•

They rival the finest sofa for comfort and room57' front and 60' rear seat! Plenty of hip and
shoulder room for 3 BIG people!

Lunch Meat
Kinds

e Car ofge f‘!,

iLet us plan your picnic)
Fruits and Vegetables

rro.h

FREE DELIVERY

Phone

655-J

YoUll love the new "Mid Ship' Nde!

GOVT. ASSAUL
BOATS FOR
SALE

You'll travel in the level center section of Ford's
"Lounge Car" Interior where the going's smoothestl

The Car of the Year has plenty of other features,
too a "Deep Deck" luggage locker with 19 cubic
new "Hydro-Coil' Front
feet of usable space
Springs,. . extra strong, extra king ''Paro-Fle x"
Rear Sprinp . new larger. 3311 easier-to-apply
'Magic Action' King Size Brakes. It valet b• long
beforedou can see for yourself!

Watch our Showroom Windows for Announcement

Vow Ford Dvalur ornitt s you to lirkyn in Ow Feed All..,, Show, Sunday fvundnpo
beton to lf.• Ford Moots', Sunday Afturnoon.

$25 to $35

Billington-Jones Motor
211 MAIN STREET

SHROAT
BROTHERS

NC= nittwork

MSC mlurork Sou your nerrspopar foi lane ond station.

nc.
Co.,;ONE
170

•

Your Excited Ford Dealer

4
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